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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

• End of support (EOS)
Version 19.0 of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS reached EOS on September 30, 2020. No
additional updates are planned for the product and documentation. For the latest product documentation, see the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS Version 20.0 documentation. For more information about end of
service dates, see Release and Support Lifecycle Dates.
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Release Notes
Welcome to Version 19.0 of Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover), an integral component of the family of
solutions that we provide for z/OS.

The ability to recover is critical in any Db2 shop. Without ready recovery capabilities, tables, table spaces, databases,
and entire Db2 subsystems can be offline for costly amounts of time. Fast Recover is a powerful recovery utility capable
of performing exceptionally quick and reliable recoveries of Db2 table spaces and index spaces. Fewer CPU cycles,
service units, and EXCPs significantly reduce the cost of recovery. To further save your time and effort, you can recover
multiple table spaces and indexes in a single job step and can also recover table spaces with related indexes in the same
statement. Table spaces, partitioned table spaces, and index spaces are recovered concurrently when log records are
sorted.

Fast Recover provides support for all supported page sizes.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New Product Features and Enhancements
• Release Compatibility and Support
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

For detailed installation information including software requirements and Db2 version support, see Installing on the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 product page.

New Product Features and Enhancements
Fast Recover has been enhanced with the following additional support in Version 19.0:

Pervasive Encryption Support

Fast Recover now supports IBM system z Pervasive Encryption. This enhancement is added with PTF SO05148.

Support for Recovery from System-Level Backups

You can now recover from system-level backups (SLBs). To recover from an SLB, specify USE-SYSBACKUP YES in
the PFR member of high#level.CDBAPARM parmlib. If the most recent image copy for your recovery operation is an SLB,
the SLB is used automatically.
Support for this feature was added in post-GA PTFs RO98622, RO98623, RO98621, RO98624, RO98620.

Support for OBID Translation from an Inline Image Copy

You can now use inline image copies to perform OBID Translation recoveries. For more information, refer to Recovering
Objects with Non-Matching OBIDs.
Support for this feature was added in post-GA PTFs RO98130, RO97870.

Object List Manager Support

Object List Manager allows for the creation and maintenance of lists of objects stored in Broadcom internal tables. This
allows you to define a list of objects once and use it across many separate jobs. 
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Automatic Index Rebuilding

Automatic Index Rebuilding allows for the easier construction of jobs that recover or rebuild indexes. When enabled,
indexes defined with the COPY NO option specified for the RECOVER control statement will be automatically rebuilt. For
more information, refer to Recovering Indexes.

Log Labels

Log labels provide human readable names for Db2 log points. Use log labels with Fast Recover to specify log points for
point-in-time recoveries. Log labels are created by the Log Label utility or by Log Analyzer.

To enable log label functionality, use the TOLOGLABEL keyword on the RECOVER control statement.

Log-Only Backout Recovery Support

A log-only backout can now be performed for point-in-time recovery. The backout recovery processing uses logs to undo
all changes made to the object from the recovery point to the current state.

To enable this functionality, use the BACKOUT keyword on the RECOVER control statement. Use this keyword to recover
to a recent point-in-time when undoing changes from the current state is faster than restoring a preceding image copy and
applying changes to it.

Cloud Storage for System z Support

Cloud Storage for System z support is now provided. Cloud Storage for System z simplifies the process of moving
mainframe data storage into a private, public, or hybrid cloud. With support for EMC Data Domain, NetApp, and Riverbed
appliances, it helps organizations plan for Disaster Recovery and reduce the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for storing
and managing their z/OS data. For more information about using Cloud Storage for System z, go to Cloud Storage for
System z.

Data Set Image Copy Specification in SYSIN

Fast Recover now lets you specify image copy data set name using a keyword when the OBID translation is requested.

This functionality is enabled through the new FULLDSN keyword for the RECOVER control statement.  

Data Sharing Subgroup Support

You can now specify a data sharing subgroup in the EXEC statement of your batch utility job. The
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member lets you define subgroups within a data sharing group and assign Db2 subsystem
IDs (SSIDs) to those subgroups. When you specify a subgroup, the utility locates and uses an active SSID within the
subgroup.

This functionality is enabled through the existing Db2_subsystemid field in the EXEC statement.

NOTE
This support was added as a post-GA PTF in Version 17.0.

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

• CA Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Release and support lifecycle dates (login required)
• Maintenance grid (login required)
• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Compatibility
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NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in
viewing. For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

• CA Recommended Service for z/OS (CA RS)

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended and Preventive service

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

Product Accessibility Features
The  provide the following accessibility features support:

  

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
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– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the  Main
Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

 To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of Fast Recover.

NOTE
Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing documentation for the Database Management Solutions for Db2. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements(hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met. 

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using CSM or native SMP/E jobs.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain
the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). Use this option to set up and product-
specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the UTIL parmlib member in the CDBAPARM data set to set site-specific default execution

values. You can also create/edit the PFR parmlib member.
c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product-specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-install

global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization. For the utilities, select the PUT
(Utilities General Functions) task to prepare the work data set and optionally customize the Db2 environment.
• Be sure to review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific

customization requirements. 
• Product tailoring does not require or interact with a Db2 subsystem. However, you must tailor the products on

each PTISYSxx member.
d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2

tasks. Install related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks on
each Db2 subsystem.
The install-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creation of the product objects, and binding of the product
plans and packages.

NOTE
For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see Utilities Objects (login required) in the
common documentation for

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend that you review the operational considerations, consider customizing
product specific parmlib member settings, and review the object recovery process flow information provided in Getting
Started. When these tasks are completed, you can use the product as described in the Using documentation.
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Getting Started
Review the following information before using this product:

• The required user authorizations
• Ways to customize the product
• Operational considerations to keep in mind when using this product
• Object recovery process flow

NOTE
We assume that the product components have already been installed at your site. For more information about
installing, see the section Installing within the Common Information documentation.

Product Authorization
You must have EXECUTE authority on the Fast Recover plans and one of the following Db2 authorization groups:

• SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority
• DBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database containing the tablespaces or indexspaces to be recovered
• RECOVERDB, IMAGCOPY, DISPLAYDB, STARTDB, and STOPDB authorities for the database containing the

tablespaces or indexspaces to be recovered

NOTE
DBMAINT authority works in place of IMAGCOPY authority. Also, IMAGCOPY is required only if image
copies are being made.

In addition, you need the following authorizations:

• READ authority on the active log, the archive logs, and bootstrap data set (BSDS)
• READ authority on the Db2 directory
• CONTROL authority on the Db2 catalog
• UPDATE authority on the Db2 system tables (SYSCOPY and SYSTABLES)

NOTE
By default, the SYSCOPYAUTH parameter of the UTIL parmlib member uses the SYSADM ID from the Db2
address space whenever an update to the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY and SYSIBM.SYSTABLES is required. This
option provides temporary UPDATE authority to users who do not typically have this authority so that they can
update these system tables.

Customizing Fast Recover
To achieve stable performance, we recommend that you specify the following values in the PFR member
of high#level.CDBAPARM parmlib:

• LOG-BACKUP YES
Specifying LOG-BACKUP YES enables the product to look for log records to complete the recovery if the image copy
does not exist or the allocation fails. 

• RETAIN YES
Specifying RETAIN YES optimizes the object recovery so that a VOLSER is mounted only once during the recover
statement.
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Operational Considerations
This section contains various Fast Recover (Fast Recover) operational considerations.

NOTE
EBCDIC, ASCII, and Unicode encoding schemes are supported when the characters are the same. Fast
Recover also supports compressed formats.

Alternate VSAM File Support

Fast Recover allows you to recover a tablespace or index to an alternate VSAM file. You can access your tablespaces or
indexes in read-only mode while they are being recovered. The recovered data is written to temporary target VSAM data
sets that are renamed at the end of the recovery process. This provides unparalleled access to your Db2 objects during
recovery.

The ALTERNATE and RENAME-CONTROL keywords control the alternate VSAM file support. If you specify ALTERNATE
YES, temporary data sets are used. The temporary data sets are renamed based on the values you specify for RENAME-
CONTROL.

Allocation of Multi-Volume Data Sets

The VSAM data sets that are reallocated for multi-volume objects use the same primary and secondary quantities
originally used. When the extents overflow to a second volume, the extent is sized as a secondary extent. It does not
revert to a primary extent size.

Concurrency and Partition Independence

Partition independence lets you run different programs or utilities against different partitions of the same object
simultaneously. Broadcom uses an enqueue strategy to serialize utility executions so that you can execute more than one
utility against the same object simultaneously.

Fast Recover can run concurrently with the following utilities, if the tablespaces have no non-clustering indexes:

• Fast Load
• Fast Unload

You must specify SHRLEVEL CHANGE or SHRLEVEL IGNORE. If you specify SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, partition
independence is available only if you also specify PART-INDEPENDENCE YES or if the other utility began executing
first and was able to stop the tablespace partition before Fast Unload obtained a lock on the table.

• Quick Copy
Partition independence is available only if Quick Copy began executing first and was able to quiesce the tablespace
before Fast Recover started (because the quiesce drains the writers on the non-clustering indexes).

• Rapid Reorg

Real-Time Statistics

Fast Recover updates the real-time statistics tables (if they have been defined) at the end of a successful RECOVER or
REBUILD.

NOTE
For information about defining the real-time statistics tables, see the IBM Db2 Administration Guide.

Modify the JES3 Initialization Parameters

In JES3 environments, you must modify the JES3 initialization parameters to read log records from Db2 active log data
sets.

 13
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Follow these steps:

1. Add the following line to the JES3 initialization parameters:

DYNALDSN,BYPASS=(Logcopy1,Logcopy2)

NOTE
Logcopy1 and Logcopy2 are data set masks for the active logs of your Db2 environments.

2. Specify the following if you are using the naming convention recommended by IBM:

DYNALDSN,BYPASS=(?.LOGCOPY1.DS*,?.LOGCOPY2.DS*)

NOTE
You must issue an IPL command for this change to take effect.

The JES3 initialization parameters have been modified to read log records from the active log data sets.

Pending Flags

Fast Recover uses copy pending, recover pending, and check pending flags differently, depending upon the situation. You
can suppress the setting of all pending flags, which is especially helpful in testing environments.

Copy Pending Flag

Fast Recover does not set the copy pending flag. A recovery operation that is done with TOLOGPOINT, TORBA, or
TOCOPY is known as a point-in-time recovery. You do not need to take a full image copy after recovering to a point-in-
time, except in the case of fallback recovery.

Recover Pending Flag

Fast Recover and IBM RECOVER set the recover pending flag in the same situations. If you recover a tablespace to a
previous point-in-time without recovering the associated indexes, Fast Recover sets the recover pending flag for each
index. The flags turn off when you recover the indexes.

If the recover pending flag is set on a tablespace, the flag turns off when you recover the tablespace.

Check Pending Flag

The check pending flag is set for point-in-time recoveries in the following situations:

• If the recovered tablespace contains tables that are referentially dependent on other tables, the recovered tablespace
and dependent tables are placed in check pending.

• If the recovered tablespace contains tables that have referentially dependent (children) tables that are located in other
tablespaces, those tables and tablespaces are placed in check pending.

Object Recovery Process Flow
The following sections explain tablespace and indexspace recovery processing.

Contents:

Tablespace and Indexspace Recovery Processing

Tablespace and indexspace recoveries occur in the MERGE phase as shown in the following illustration:

 14
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Figure 1: The Process Flow of Tablespace and Indexspace Recovery

During the MERGE phase, the full image copy data set and incremental image copy data sets are written to the
VSAM data set assigned to the object being recovered. Use the SPACE-DEFN keyword to reallocate VSAM data sets
automatically using the definitions in the catalog (or current VSAM definitions).

If the most recent full image copy is not available, Fast Recover reverts to the backup or previous full image copy.

When the MERGE phase is complete, the LOG APPLY phase begins. During the LOG APPLY phase, the archive and
active log records are applied to the object. You can specify whether to use primary or backup archive logs data sets for
the recovery.

If you use the SORTLOG YES option, Fast Recover sorts the log records and applies them to the object sequentially.
The index can also be built directly from this sort process. This process enables faster access to the tablespace, and by
sorting the log data sets simultaneously, Fast Recover saves time and reduces recovery costs.

NOTE

More information:

Deletion and Redefinition of Existing Data Sets

Tablespace and Indexspace Recovery Processing with Change-Accum Logs

The processing flow for tablespace and indexspace recoveries changes if you specify USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES.
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During the LOG APPLY phase, the change-accum log records created by Merge/Modify are applied to the object. If any
changes are made after the last change-accum job was run, the Db2 logs are also used.

The following illustration shows the MERGE and LOG APPLY processing phases when you specify USE-CHANGE-
ACCUM YES:

Figure 2: The Process Flow of Tablespace and Indexspace Recovery with Change Accumulation Logs

Index Rebuild Processing

Index rebuilds occur only during the LOAD phase. During this phase, index entries are sorted and reloaded into the
indexspace:
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Figure 3: The Process of Index Rebuild

Integration with Other Products
Fast Recover is integrated with the following Broadcom utilities to offer the best possible solutions to meet your needs:

Merge/Modify

Fast Recover can use the accumulated log record file (a change-accum log) created by Merge/Modify as input to the
recovery process.

The change-accum log accumulates and stores log records from multiple Db2 logs in a single, compact file that contains
recover type log records only for the tablespaces and indexspaces that you specify, down to the partition level. Fast
Recover and Merge/Modify log accumulation can use this change-accum log to reduce recovery and accumulate times by
reducing the amount of log data that has to be read.
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NOTE
For more information about change accumulation, see the Merge/Modify documentation.

Quick Copy

Fast Recover supports image copy data sets produced by Quick Copy. Fast Recover can invoke Quick Copy and create
new image copies while the data is in memory for the recovery process. This makes the recovered tablespace available
sooner than if the image copy were to be created as a separate step after the recovery.

Snapshot General Services and FlashCopy Support

Fast Recover also supports restoring objects from copies that were taken with Quick Copy SNAPSHOTACCESS
INSTANT syntax using Snapshot General Services.
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Using
This section explains how to use Fast Recover. It provides suggested best practices to follow when using this
product, instructions for building and restarting your JCL jobs, designing a Db2 sysbystem, montoring recovery process,
and using sort processing. Instructions for performing recovery tasks are also provided (how to recover an entire
database, multiple objects, indexes, and more).

Online Interface

You can use the optional online interface to generate and submit jobs. The online interface provides an easy method of
generating utility job streams quickly and without error.

Db2 Command Processor

The Db2 Command Processor lets you execute Db2 commands from within a product session. This utility also provides
help with the command syntax.

NOTE

More Information:

• Use the Utilities Online Interface 
• Use the Db2 Command Processor

Best Practices
To improve Fast Recover performance and minimize the elapsed time needed to complete a job, review your Fast
Recover jobs and make the following changes:

• To maximize performance, follow these guidelines:
– Set SPACE-DEFN to YES.
– Follow a tablespace recovery immediately with an index recovery for the associated indexes, if both need to be

recovered.
– Use MAXTAPES to avoid device contention.
– Set the proper value for MAXTASKS.
– Use dynamically allocated sort work data sets.
– Use stacked image copies.

• Use a single RECOVER statement for all objects. If you use tape stacking for your image copy data sets, specify
RETAIN YES.
Fast Recover reads the data sets once for each RECOVER statement; therefore, using a single RECOVER statement
lets Fast Recover process the Db2 recovery log more efficiently. Specifying RETAIN YES lets Fast Recover optimize
the recovery order of the objects and mount a VOLSER only once during the RECOVER statement.

• Use SORT-LOG YES or SORT-LOG CONCURRENT for your recovery jobs.
The SORT-LOG options let you sort the log records in object order. An object order sort lets Fast Recover make
better use of system resources because it can close the data sets after processing all log records for an object. (If you
recover to an image copy, no log records are used.)

• When using SORT-LOG YES, recover a tablespace and rebuild its indexes in the same job step.
Combining RECOVER and REBUILD statements in the same job step while using SORT-LOG YES lets Fast
Recover make a single pass through the tablespace to rebuild the index, which decreases processing time.

• Remove the ALLMSGS keyword.
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When a job includes ALLMSGS, it generates a large number of informative messages. This slows down the elapsed
time of the recovery. For the quickest processing, do not include ALLMSGS.
However, the extra messages help you analyze the situation if a problem occurs. Unless reduced elapsed time is vital
at your site, include ALLMSGS.

• Consider disk activity
When you recover from an image copy that is on a volume with high activity, or when the object to recover is on a
volume with high activity, it causes contention with the job.

 

 

Building Jobs
Using Fast Recover consists of building JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. This
section provides information on the following topics:

• How to build a JCL job
• How to verify your SYSIN statements
• How to use IBM JCL with Fast Recover

How to Build a JCL Job
This scenario explains how to build a JCL job for Fast Recover. Building a job consists of specifying valid JOB, EXEC, and
DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You accomplish this task
by using the  batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the
necessary tasks. For example, you may need to recover multiple Db2 tablespaces and indexes in a single job step. You
can use Fast Recover to perform exceptionally quick recoveries to get your Db2 systems back online quickly and reliably.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• The data set has no unusual profile options, such as PACK ON, that can interfere with processing.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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Figure 4: PFR How to Build a JCL Job

1. Specify a JOB Statement.
2. Specify an EXEC Statement.
3. Specify the DD Statements.
4. Specify the Utility Syntax.

Specify a JOB Statement
A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement to mark the beginning of the job, specify the job name, and provide more job
information. When specifying these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:

• jobname
Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• account
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Specifies the accounting information for the job.
• jobdesc

Provides a brief job description.
• jobclass

Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

• nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
We recommend specifying REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your systems
programmer that user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests.

Specify an EXEC Statement
A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters. For  utilities, this
statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

 //stepname EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=('[SUFFIX=xx],EP=UTLGLCTL/Db2_subsystemid,

//                            [CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART(parm)],planname,utilid')

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

• SUFFIX=xx
(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member. Use this parameter when multiple members exist. This
parameter overrides the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you omit
SUFFIX from your EXEC statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00.

NOTE
For information about creating an ENVDEF parmlib member, see the topic Create an ENVDEF Global
Parmlib Member within the  documentation.

• EP
Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL. This parameter is required.

• Db2_subsystemid
Names the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. If data sharing subgroups have been defined in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member, you can specify a subgroup name here instead. This parameter is required.

• CHECK
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility.

NOTE
CHECK, PREVIEW, and RESTART are mutually exclusive. Specify only one in your EXEC statement.

• PREVIEW
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually running the
utility.

• RESTART
(Optional) Specifies whether to restart the job. If you restart a job, do not modify the actual objects (dbname.tsname) in
the utility syntax.
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Fast Recover processes all objects within a statement as a unit. A statement is defined as a RECOVER or REBUILD
statement within the SYSIN syntax portion of the job. After a statement completes processing successfully, all entries
in the restart table for that statement are marked as complete, and the entries remain in the table. After all statements
in a job complete processing successfully, the entries for all of the statements are deleted. If any object within any
statement fails to complete successfully, all entries for all statements remain in the restart table. Objects that have
been recovered successfully are marked as such. If an object is not marked as successful, the recovery failed or has
not been started.
If you include RESTART, also specify SORTLOG YES or SORTLOG CONCURRENT in your SYSIN syntax so that the
job can restart where it left off.

WARNING
If you specify SORTLOG NO, all objects finish simultaneously during a recovery. This means that Fast
Recover is not aware that the recovery has completed until it runs out of logs to apply. In the result, if any
object fails recovery, you must recover all objects (which negates the use of RESTART processing).

See the following examples, keeping in mind that Fast Recover processes one statement at a time.
The first example specifies SORTLOG YES, therefore it processes all objects as one statement, making this an
example of concurrent index recovery:
 RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

        TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

SORTLOG YES

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

 

The second example processes the objects as four separate statements, making this an example of non-concurrent
index recovery:
 RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1                    (statement #1)

          TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1        (statement #2)

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2        (statement #3)

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3        (statement #4)

 

The following RESTART options are valid:
– PHASE

Locates a current restart row, but recovers only the objects that are marked as not already completed.

NOTE
When you perform a concurrent index recovery (by specifying SORTLOG YES), an index and the
tablespace to which it belongs are recovered as a set. If any object within a set fails recovery, that entire
set (index and associated tablespace) is recovered during RESTART(PHASE) processing.

– BYPASS
Deletes a RESTART record, if one is found, and starts processing as if this were a new job. If a RESTART record is
not found, the utility starts processing as if the job were new. In either case, the utility always begins processing with
the first object in the recovery job.

– TERM
Places all objects, regardless of stability, into their original status.
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WARNING
We do not recommend using RESTART(TERM). After a recover process has started, objects are not
stable until the recovery completes successfully. Using the TERM parameter can lead to unpredictable
results.

– blank (no specification)
Assumes that this is a new job. It checks the RESTART table for a RESTART record for the object. If a record is
found, an error message indicates that you must specify a RESTART parameter.

• planname
Specifies the plan name for the  for Db2 for z/OS utilities. This parameter overrides the default plan name that is
specified in hlq.CDBAPARM.

• utilid
Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma on the left side of the utilid variable or verify that the PARM statement
does not split over two lines. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM=' parm').
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the following value:
 userid.jobname

In the default ID, userid is the user ID of the job submitter and jobname is the job name.

NOTE
To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC statement
when you restart it. When the utility ID defaults to the user ID of the submitter, that user can restart the job
without specifying the utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements
A JCL job requires valid DD statements to specify the data sets that the utility needs. Each utility call (that is, each job
step that executes a utility) requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following DD statements:
 //STEPLIB   DD  DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM   DD  DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

 

See the following DD statement descriptions:
– STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the  utilities. If you do not specify a Db2 load library, the job fails.

NOTE
If you run a utility on a table with an EDITPROC or FIELDPROC, the CDBALOAD concatenation in
hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the library containing the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC.

– PTIPARM
Specifies the parameter library hlq.CDBAPARM.

– PTIMSG
Specifies a data set to contain the status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed block.
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2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements in your job for optional data sets. Include a DD
statement for each data set you want to use (except for sort work data sets, which can be dynamically allocated).
 //PFRMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //PTILIB   DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

 //         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNEXIT

 //         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNLOAD

 //*

 //SYSCPx01 DD DSN=userid.table.syscpnyy 

 //            DISP=(,status), 

//            UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE),

 //*

 //SLxxWKnn DD UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE), 

//            STORCLAS=NONSMS,DATACLAS=DEFAULT

 //*

//SLxxMSG  DD SYSOUT=* 

//*

 //STxxWKnn DD UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE), 

//            STORCLAS=NONSMS,DATACLAS=DEFAULT

 //*

 //STxxMSG  DD SYSOUT=*    

 //*

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //*

 

– PFRMSG
Defines the data set that creates recovery completion messages for every object being recovered.

– PTILIB
Defines the data set that contains load libraries. Include the PTILIB DD statement only if you want to run in IBM
compatibility mode.

– SYSCPx01
Defines the image copy data set. The data set must be formatted as internal (where x represents the copy number).
The syntax is QUICKCOPY and is automatic.

– Sort Processing Data Sets
• SLxxWKnn

Defines the sort work data set for SORTLOG YES recovery.
• SLxxMSG

Defines the sort output messages data set for SORTLOG YES recovery.
• STxxWKnn

Defines the sort work data set for index space recovery
• STxxMSG

Defines the sort output messages data set for index space recovery.
NOTE
For more information about Sort Processing, see Using Sort Processing.

– SYSUDUMP
Defines the data set that contains the dump created if the job sets a return code greater than 4. You must also
include the ABEND-TASK keyword in your syntax for the dump to be written to this SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:
 //SYSIN    DD  *

   RECOVER
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– SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name (for example, RECOVER) and are followed by the utility-specific syntax.

Specify the Utility Syntax
Include the Fast Recover syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the RECOVER or REBUILD control statement and the appropriate keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert comments in the syntax:

– Enter an asterisk (*) in the first column to comment the entire line.
– Enter two hyphens (--) in the first two columns to comment the entire line.

NOTE
These commenting tips apply only to Fast Recover. Different utilities provide different comment support.

The following example shows a comment:

//SYSIN   DD  *

      RECOVER TABLESPACE SAMPDB.SAMPTS1

              SORTLOG  YES

              ALLMSGS

              STOP-LIMIT 3 

*     COMMENT HERE

3. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, you can invoke
Quick Copy and create new image copies while the data is in memory for the recovery process. 

NOTE
A license is typically required for each utility.

Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.

 

How to Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX
The SYSIN control statements for all Db2 utility jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement. You
can manually check your JCL for the required utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control
statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK evaluates the JCL step-by-step and flags
the in-stream SYSIN DD statements that do not contain a valid utility name as the first command.

NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your Db2 utility JCL executes a procedure, edit the
UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec file.

To verify your SYSIN control statements using UTCHECK REXX, perform the following tasks:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set that includes the name of the data set containing the JCL to check, and a list of the
members within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line, and each member name must
be the first word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member
names.
See the following sample data set:

CADB2.UTILITY.JCL
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LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

NOTE
You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the
listing, remove all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL provided in the installation CDBASRC library. Insert the name of your UTCHECK input data
set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:

exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   line 198  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV)  OK              

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   line 40  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.

How to Use IBM JCL with Broadcom Utilities
Fast Recover uses syntax compatible with the IBM RECOVER utility. You can use existing IBM utility JCL to run
Broadcom utilities with only minor changes. When running Broadcom utilities in IBM compatibility mode, most IBM syntax
is recognized.

NOTE
Broadcom utilities adhere to IBM syntax diagram rules regarding the use of parentheses. Broadcom utilities only
tolerate the use of parentheses where documented in IBM syntax diagrams or as documented in product syntax.

To use IBM JCL with Broadcom utilities, complete the following tasks:

1. Create a parmlib load module as described in the topic Setup Product-Specific Parmlib Members in the 
documentation or add a PTIPARM DD that specifies the utilities parmlib name. See the following example:
 //PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.relxxx.CDBAPARM

 

2. Edit the IBM EXEC statement as follows:
– PGM=DSNUTILB
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Change the program name to XSNUTILB or rename module XSNUTILB in the Broadcom load library to DSNUTILB.
– PARM='system,[uid],[utproc]'

Change system to the Db2 subsystem, uid to the utility ID of the job, and utproc to a valid restart parameter to
enable restart processing when XSNUTILB is executed.

See the following example:
 //Stepname EXEC PGM=XSNUTILB,PARM='DB2A,TESTUSER,RESTART(BYPASS)'

 

3. Modify STEPLIB to concatenate the Broadcom load library ahead of the Db2 load library.
4. (Optional) Include a PTILIB DD statement that contains the load libraries. See the following sample PTILIB DD

statement:
 //PTILIB     DD   DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

 //           DD   DSN=Vxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

 //           DD   DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

 //*

 

Restarting Jobs
The restart table stores restart information such as utility ID, utility type, and utility-specific restart data.

To restart a job, specify the required RESTART parameter on the EXEC statement of the step that failed. No other
intervention is required.

WARNING
Do not modify the actual object names (dbname.tsname) in the utility syntax when you restart a Fast Recover
job.

NOTE
Tablespaces restart according to the STARTUP-ACCESS parameter.

Automatic Restart Processing

Automatic restart processing restarts a job step from the utility statement that failed. The automatic restart function is
enabled by specifying AUTO-RESTART YES in hlq.CDBAPARM (UTIL). You can then use the automatic restart function
by specifying a RESTART parameter in the EXEC statement of your job.

Consider the following items when using the AUTO-RESTART parameter:

• You can specify AUTO-RESTART only in the UTIL parmlib member. You cannot specify it in user-defined parmlib
members or in the SYSIN syntax.

• When you enable AUTO-RESTART, the job names and utility IDs must be different for different syntax.

When the automatic restart function is active, a restart statement record is created at the beginning of a step. The record
identifies the current statement number and utility type of the next or current utility to execute. If a utility statement fails,
this record lets the step skip the completed statements and restart automatically at the failed statement.

NOTE
If the first utility statement fails, the restart statement record is not saved in the restart table. Restart the job step
at the beginning.

Example: Auto-Restart Processing

In the following sample SYSIN, assume that COPY statement #002 fails with an SQLCODE -911 when attempting to
register the copy. When the failure occurs, the copy terminates with a return code of 8. The restart statement remains in
the restart table with the restart UTIL and detail records for TESTDB.SAMPLET2:
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COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET1                               Statement #001

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPAA)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET2                               Statement #002

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPBB)

COPY TABLESPACE TESTDB.SAMPLET3                               Statement #003

QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCPCC)

COPY is shown in the previous example, but this processing also applies to other utilities such as CHECK, LOAD, and
REORG.

You can restart the job step automatically from the statement #002 by specifying a RESTART parameter on the EXEC
statement. The job output shows the following processing:

• Statement #001 undergoes syntax checking to get positioned to the statement #002.
• Statements #002 and #003 execute based on the RESTART parameter specified:

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(PHASE), statement #002 executes with RESTART(PHASE) and statement
#003 executes without a restart parameter value.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(BYPASS), statement #002 executes with RESTART(BYPASS). Statement
#003 and subsequent statements are passed the BYPASS option.

– If the job is restarted with RESTART(TERM), statement #002 executes according to the restart table processing and
the restart rows are deleted. Statement #003 does not execute.

How to Design a Db2 Subsystem That Simplifies Recovery
The initial design of a Db2 subsystem impacts your recovery options. For example, if both of your bootstrap data sets are
on the same volume and a hardware failure causes you to lose that volume, you must do more recovery work.

Contents:

Recommendations for a Db2 Subsystem Design

To design your Db2 subsystem with recovery in mind, follow these suggestions:

• Separate your BSDS data sets.
• Separate your active logs.
• Copy your archive logs to tape.

Dual BSDS and Active Logs

Always locate the BSDS data sets on separate controllers, channels, and volumes. Separate the two copies of the active
log data sets in the same way. Separating the dual copies provides protection if a volume fails. If one copy of the BSDS or
active log is lost, Db2 issues a message and continues. However, if both copies are lost, Db2 halts.

Archive Log Files

Archived logs can take up a lot of space, and that gets expensive on DASD. However, when you place your archived logs
on tape, Db2 takes longer to read the records that must be applied to the object being recovered.

This problem is compounded in data sharing environments because you may need archived logs from several Db2
subsystems to recover a single object. If the archive logs are all on tape and you use the IBM RECOVER utility, you must
mount all the tapes at once to recover. You can copy some of the tapes to DASD. However, if they are not cataloged, you
must update the BSDS. Otherwise, you might not be able to recover an object.
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Db2 provides a partial solution to this dilemma: you can archive one copy of the log file on DASD, and the other on tape.
This saves half the space needed on DASD. Make two copies of the archive logs and send the copies off-site. That way,
you have a backup copy in case of media failure, both at your off-site location and in your data processing shop.

You can also take image copies frequently enough that you do not need to rely on the archived logs except in fallback
situations where the current image copy is corrupt or unavailable.

If you cannot take frequent image copies, you can use Merge/Modify to accumulate the log records to make up-to-date full
image copies for the most dynamic objects in the subsystem. Then you can write the archives to tape, knowing that they
are not needed except in fallback situations.

Fast Recover lets you work easily with archive logs on tape. Because the log records are sorted before they are applied,
you can recover objects from archive logs on tape, even if you have only one tape drive available.

Using Db2 Tracker Sites and Disaster Recovery
Fast Recover supports the use of Db2 tracker sites. Using a tracker site provides disaster recovery flexibility. Using a Db2
tracker site can be faster than using the disaster recovery plan currently implemented at your site because the tracker site
does not have to recover from image copies.

A Db2 tracker site is a separate Db2 subsystem or data sharing group that tracks your primary site's data using periodic
LOGONLY recoveries. From the primary site, you transfer the BSDS and the archive logs, and then the tracker site runs
the LOGONLY recoveries to keep the tracker site data current. Keeping the data current in this way lets the tracker site
become the primary site in the event of a disaster.

WARNING
You cannot update the Db2 catalog, directory, or data at the tracker site.

You can do the following at the tracker site:

• Run dynamic read-only SELECT statements
• Use the following online utilities: REPORT, DIAGNOSE, RECOVER, and REBUILD

You cannot do the following at the tracker site:

• GRANT, REVOKE, DROP, ALTER, CREATE, UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE
• BIND, RECOVERY to a prior point-in-time
• TERM UTIL for LOAD, REORG, REPAIR, and COPY
• START DATABASE when LPL or GRECP status exists for the object of the command
• START DATABASE with ACCESS(FORCE)

NOTE

• Down level detection and log archiving are disabled at the tracker site.
• For more information about how to set up a Db2 tracker site, see the IBM Db2 Administration Guide.

Recovering an Entire Database
You can recover an entire database by name with a single command without determining the names of the objects in the
database, enabling quicker and easier recoveries.

Assumed indexes are defined with COPY YES, the following syntax recovers the entire database to current along with the
associated indexes within the database"

RECOVER DATABASE dbname1

MAXTASKS n
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SORTLOG YES

RECOVER INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname1.%

NOTE

More information:

DATABASE—Recover All Tablespaces in a Database

 

 

 

Recovering Multiple Objects
You can recover more than one tablespace at a time. If you include two tablespaces in the same RECOVER statement
and use the MAXTASKS keyword to enable multitasking, the tablespaces are recovered concurrently. If you insert a
REBUILD INDEX statement for indexes on the recovered tables in the same job step, it is also included in the concurrent
processing.

Contents:

Recover Multiple Tablespaces

When you recover several tablespaces in the same job, you can include the RECOVER and SORTLOG YES statements
in the job to make it run more efficiently. The RECOVER statement specifies all the tablespaces to be recovered
concurrently. Fast Recover performs as many concurrent recovers as possible using the available tape drives. It recovers
any remaining tablespaces (if applicable) serially. If a task cannot obtain a tape drive, it waits until one is available.

NOTE
One pass through the log is made for each RECOVER statement.

Include the SORTLOG YES statement in the recovery job if log records will be applied. Fast Recover sorts the log records
once for all recovered tablespaces before applying them to the tablespaces, yielding significant time savings.

The following example shows using the list format to recover multiple tablespaces with their indexes. The MAXTASKS 2
limits the number of concurrent sort tasks to two tasks for the tablespaces and two tasks for each set of indexes. However,
the maximum number of concurrent index sorts is a total of four, because no more than two tablespaces can feed into the
index sorts at one time.

RECOVER TABLESPACE xx.yy1

        TABLESPACE xx.yy2

        TABLESPACE xx.yy3

        TABLESPACE xx.yy4

        TABLESPACE xx.yy5

                   :     

                   :     

       TABLESPACE xx.yy10

       TABLESPACE xx.yy11

    SORTLOG  YES

    MAXTASKS 2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy1  MAXTASKS 2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy2  MAXTASKS 2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy3  MAXTASKS 2
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REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy4  MAXTASKS 2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy5  MAXTASKS 2

                  :     

                  :

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy10  MAXTASKS 2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE xx.yy11  MAXTASKS 2

NOTE

 For a sample JCL to recover multiple tablespaces and associated indexes, see the
member hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER4).

Processing Order for Multiple Tablespaces

Before the recovery process begins, the objects, tablespaces or indexspaces, named for recovery are queued according
to the following guidelines. This order maximizes concurrent processing:

1. Objects are sorted into partitioned and non-partitioned. The partitioned objects are recovered first.
2. Objects are ordered alphabetically by database.tablespace name.
3. Objects are ordered by ascending partition number (DSNUM).

Consider the following example, which submits multiple tablespaces for recovery:

RECOVER TABLESPACE A.B

        TABLESPACE X.Y DSNUM 3,4

        TABLESPACE O.P DSNUM ALL

        TABLESPACE E.F

        TABLESPACE C.D

        TABLESPACE X.Y DSNUM 1,2

The tablespaces are recovered in the following order:

        O.P DSNUM ALL             partitioned tablespaces in alphabetical

        X.Y DSNUM 1,2             order, then by partition number

        X.Y DSNUM 3,4          

        A.B                       non-partitioned tablespaces in   

                                  alphabetical order

        C.D                           

        E.F         

Using Stacked Image Copies for Recovery Input

Stacked image copies are image copies of multiple tablespaces or partitions all stored on the same tape. When you read
the image copies to recover multiple tablespaces or for use in change accumulation, the single tape source for the image
copies can create a bottleneck.

The RETAIN keyword helps prevent repeated dismounting of the tape when you are recovering a tablespace or
tablespaces that have their image copies on the same tape. If a tape contains only one image copy that is needed for the
recovery, it is not retained.

NOTE
Remounts can be mandatory when image copies span two or more tapes.

When you are working with stacked image copies, Fast Recover can multitask in spite of the single thread processing that
is needed while reading the image copies. In this case, do not specify MAXTASKS in your job. Instead, use the default
values for TS-MAXTASKS or IX-MAXTASKS in high-level.CDBAPARM (depending on whether a tablespace or index is
being recovered). Multitasking occurs when possible.
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In a recovery scenario with image copies stacked on a single tape, the utility can perform only one task. But if you have 20
tablespaces stacked across two tapes (10 on each), the utility can perform two tasks. Your image copy setup determines
how best to set up your recovery scenario.

Recovery Analyzer lets you do many objects split across several jobs with the Optimize Recovery option. This option, set
on the PRA Global Strategy Options panel, enables you to avoid repeated volume mounts and dismounts.

Recovering a Partitioned Table Space or Index Space
When you recover a partitioned table space or index space, the way the image copies were made limits how you can
recover the partitioned table space or index space.

Consider the following limits when recovering partitioned table spaces or index spaces:

• If you copied the objects by partition, also recover them by partition. You can recover the partitions concurrently in
separate jobs, or you can recover them concurrently in the same statement.

• If an image copy backup was taken of the entire object at once, you can recover the partitions separately or you can
recover the entire object at once.

We recommend that you use the dynamic Quick Copy allocation (PQCPARM) rather than defining image copy data set
names in the SYSIN when objects are processed by partition.

Process Objects By Partition

You can use various settings to process partitioned objects at the partition level. The ALLPARTS and BY-PART options in
the PFR and PMM parmlib members (hlq.CDBAPARM) let you set the partition-level processing across the system. The
BY-PART keyword in the SYSIN lets you set the partition-level processing for the database that is specified in the job.

NOTE
The settings in the PFR parmlib member apply to RECOVER statements, the settings in the PMM parmlib
member apply to ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES statements.

• Database Processing
To process objects specified with a DATABASE keyword by partitions, do any of the following:
– Use wildcards in the object specification in your job. For example:

 RECOVER DATABASE D%2

 ACCUMULATE INDEX(ALL) DATABASE D%3

 

– Specify BY-PART YES in your job. For example:
 RECOVER DATABASE DB1 BY-PART YES

 

– For a system-wide setting, specify ALLPARTS YES in the parmlib member.

NOTE
This setting applies the by-part processing to all objects. To limit by-part processing only to objects
specified with a DATABASE keyword, specify ALLPARTS NO and BY-PART YES in the parmlib member.
You can then suspend processing by partitions in individual jobs by specifying BY-PART NO in the job.

The ALLPARTS YES setting can significantly decrease the performance when processing copies that were taken
with DSNUM ALL. We recommend using ALLPARTS YES only in an environment where you cannot determine how
the copies were taken.

• Table space, Index, and Index space Processing
To process objects specified with a TABLESPACE, INDEX, or INDEXSPACE keyword by partitions, do any of the
following:
– Use wildcards in the object specification in your job. For example:

 RECOVER TABLESPACE DB3.D%1TS
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 ACCUMULATE INDEXSPACE DB3.D%IXS

 

– Specify individual partitions to be processed using DSNUM int or PART int in your job. For example:
 RECOVER INDEXSPACE DB3.DB3IXS1 PART 1

         INDEXSPACE DB3.DB3IXS1 PART 3

         INDEXSPACE DB3.DB3IXS1 PART 5

 

If DSNUM int is specified, the ALLPARTS YES setting in the parmlib member is ignored and only the specified
partitions are processed.

– For a system-wide setting, specify ALLPARTS YES in the parmlib member.

NOTE
This setting has priority over DSNUM ALL in your jobs.

The ALLPARTS YES setting can significantly decrease the performance when processing copies that were taken
with DSNUM ALL. We recommend setting ALLPARTS YES only in an environment where you cannot determine
how the copies were taken

• List Processing
Objects that are specified with LIST are always processed according to the ALLPARTS value in the parmlib member.

NOTE
The BY-PART, DSNUM, and PART keywords are not permitted with LIST and if specified, the job fails.

The following diagram illustrates how the partition-level processing settings on different levels are resolved:
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Figure 5: How the Partition-Level Processing Settings are Resolved
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Examples Recover Objects By Partitions

The following examples show various settings that you can use to recover table spaces and index spaces by partitions:

• If you use wildcards in the object specification in the job, the objects are processed by partitions, regardless of any
other setting.
The following RECOVER statements recover the table spaces or index spaces of the database by partitions:
 RECOVER DATABASE D%1 BY-PART NO

 RECOVER INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE D%1.TS%

 RECOVER TABLESPACE D%2.TS% DSNUM ALL

 RECOVER INDEXSPACE D%2.ISP% PART ALL

 

• If you specify BY-PART YES for a database in the job, the partitioned table spaces of the database are processed by
partitions. The ALLPARTS NO or BY-PART NO options in the parmlib member are overridden.
The following statement recovers all partitioned table spaces of the DB1 database by partitions:
 RECOVER DATABASE DB1 BY-PART YES

 

• If you specify ALLPARTS YES in the parmlib member, objects in all recovery jobs are always processed by partitions,
regardless of any other settings.
With the ALLPARTS YES option in the parmlib member, the following RECOVER statements recover the table spaces
or index spaces of the DB1 database by partitions:
 RECOVER DATABASE DB1 BYPART NO

 RECOVER TABLESPACE DB1.TS1 DSNUM ALL

 RECOVER LIST LT1 DSNUM ALL

 RECOVER INDEXSPACE DB1.ISP1 PART ALL

 

NOTE
If you specify ALLPARTS NO and BY-PART YES in the parmlib member, only objects that are specified with
a DATABASE statement are processed by partition.

Recovering Indexes
You can restore all indexes for a particular table space by rebuilding indexes from the actual table space or by recovering
from image copies of the index space.

Fast Recover can restore all indexes for a particular table space by rebuilding indexes from the actual table space or
recovering from image copies of the index space.

Use the REBUILD control statement to rebuild indexes.

REBUILD INDEX (ALL)TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1 MAXTASKS 3 

Use the RECOVER control statement to recover indexes from image copies.

If automatic index rebuilding is disabled, the RECOVER control statement will recover only indexes defined with the
COPY YES option and will not process indexes defined with the COPY NO option.
If automatic index rebuilding is enabled, the RECOVER statement will recover indexes defined with the COPY YES option
and rebuild indexes defined with the COPY NO option.

RECOVER INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1 MAXTASKS 3

Automatic Index Rebuilding

Automatic index rebuilding allows the recovery of indexes that are defined with the COPY NO option using the RECOVER
control statement. Any indexes defined with the COPY NO option specified for the RECOVER control statement are
automatically rebuilt.
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This function allows the recovery of all indexes with a single RECOVER control statement.

To enable this function, specify the following values in the PFR member of highlevel.CDBAPARM parmlib:

• AUTO-IX-REBUILD YES
This enables the automatic index rebuilding.

Recovering NOT LOGGED Tablespaces
You can reduce logging volume by suppressing the logging for base tablespaces and their indexes. You can either specify
a LOGGED attribute to indicate that modifications should be recorded in the log, or specify a NOT LOGGED attribute to
indicate that modifications should not be recorded in the log. Applying NOT LOGGED to a tablespace suppresses only the
logging of undo and redo information.

NOTE
This functionality is not available for versions before Db2 9. For more information about NOT LOGGED
tablespaces, see the IBM documentation.

All tablespaces can be recovered to a prior point in time. If a tablespace is created as LOGGED and never altered to
NOT LOGGED, all updates to that tablespace are recoverable and you can choose any point in the log as your recovery
point. However, if you apply the NOT LOGGED attribute to a tablespace and then make updates to it, the updates are not
recoverable because they are not recorded in the log. In this case, you can only choose an image copy as your recovery
point. (Each image copy establishes a recovery point.) Also, if you specify TORBA or TOLOGPOINT you must specify a
value that is a recoverable point.

Recovering Objects with Non-Matching OBIDs
You can recover table space data from image copy data when the table OBIDs do not match.

You can recover tablespace data from image copy data when the table OBIDs do not match.

You might need to perform a non-matching OBID recovery when you are doing any of the following tasks:

• Migrating data between like tablespaces, with OBID translation (from a production to test system, for example), with
the ability to apply log records from different subsystems

• Recovering a dropped tablespace
• Substituting for DSN1COPY. The current tablespace data is overlaid with image copy data

You can recover the tablespace from any of the following types of image copies:

• A full sequential image copy
• A full sequential image copy with selected log records applied
• An inline image copy

Recovery across Subsystems

If the following criteria are met, you can recover a tablespace from image copies that are on different Db2 subsystems and
can apply log records from different Db2 subsystems:

• Shared DASD is present between both subsystems
• A bootstrap data set is defined in the parmlib member of the remote (recovering) system

Basic Rules and Limitations

The following rules apply when you recover a tablespace from an image copy with OBID translation:
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• The target tablespace and its tables must be created before the recovery and must have the same attributes as the
source tablespace and its tables.

• If the source image copy is of a partitioned object, all partitions contain the same row format.
• An image copy of the recovered tablespace is created automatically, unless you specify the NO-NEW-COPY keyword.
• No SYSCOPY row is created for the recovery.
• UPDATE-CATSTATS and REAL TIME STATS processing is disabled.
• STARTUP-ACCESS is set to RW.
• You cannot recover from a FlashCopy image copy or concurrent image copy.
• Log Apply is supported only when you specify SORTLOG YES.
• To recover from an inline image copy, you must specify SORTLOG NO or SORTLOG CONCURRENT.
• The PGLOGRBA and PGBigRBA fields are reset to zeros in the pages of the target tablespace.

Status of the Objects after Recovery

• After the recovery, the tablespace is in copy pending status if you disabled creation of a full image copy by specifying
the NO-NEW-COPY keyword.

• After the recovery, all indexes are in rebuild pending status, unless you included a REBUILD INDEX statement to
perform concurrent index recovery.

• Tables with enforced referential constraints are placed in check-pending status. (Tables with not-enforced referential
constraints are not placed in check-pending status because the referential constraints are expected to be enforced by
external means.)

OBID Translation Options

You can use the following RECOVER TABLESPACE keywords to control tablespace recovery. Use these keywords in
place of Recover Options (TOCOPY, TODDN) or RBA Options (FROMRBA, TORBA, LOGONLY):

• FULLDD
Specifies the DDname of the full image copy.

• FULLDSN
Specifies the data set name of the full image copy.

• STARTRBA
Specifies the RBA to start log record apply.

• ENDRBA
Specifies the RBA to end log record apply.

• OBIDXLAT
Specifies the OBID of the table in the original tablespace and the new OBID of the table in the new tablespace.
You can apply log records from another Db2 subsystem. If the tablespace has always contained only one table
(HPGTBLC='0001'X), you can specify OBIDXLAT without an OBID parameters and the translation is performed
automatically.

Row Format Conversion between Incoming Image Copy and Target System

You can use the ROWFORMAT keyword with the OBIDXLAT processing on tablespaces to convert between Db2
reordered row format (RRF) and basic row format (BRF).

The following rules apply for the row format conversion:

• You cannot recover compressed tablespaces (row format conversion invalidates the compression dictionary).

Tables with Online Schema Changes

When recovering tablespaces with tables that have rows of versions other than 0:
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• You must rebuild indexes that are associated to the recovered tablespace in a separate step.
• You must specify the NO-NEW-COPY keyword and also create the image copy using a standalone COPY statement,

after the recovery.

Not following these rules might result in data corruption. We also recommend unifying the data row versions by executing
a REORG and COPY before the OBIDXLAT step.

Tables with Edit Procedures

Recovery of tables with edit procedures defined is not allowed by default, because when improperly set, it can result in
data corruption.
To enable recovery of such tables, specify OBIDXLAT-EDITPROC(YES) in the PFR member of the CDBAPARM dataset.

When recovering tablespace with tables that have edit procedures that are defined, the following rules must be followed to
prevent data corruption or recovery failure:

• The edit procedure must have the same name for both source and target table.
• The edit procedure that is defined for the target table must process the row data the same as the edit procedure

defined for the source table.

When recovering tables using edit procedures that are created by IBM Security Guardium Data Encryption for Db2 and
IMS Databases, the edit procedures that are defined for both source and target table must have the same compression
dictionary and must use the same encryption key.

Comparison of the Edit Procedures

Fast Recover can compare edit procedures from the source and target Db2 subsystems by encoding and comparison of
a test pattern. If the edit procedures encode the test pattern to the same output data, the edit procedures are considered
the same. If the edit procedures are not the same, an error message is displayed and processing terminates. This process
prevents possible data corruption.
To enable the comparison, specify OBIDXLAT-COMP-EP(YES) in the PFR member of the CDBAPARM dataset.

Rules for Comparison

• Load library with the edit procedure from the source Db2 subsystem must be accessible from the target Db2
subsystem

• The source Db2 subsystem and the load library must be defined in the SETUPxx member of the CDBAPARM dataset
• The edit procedure from the source Db2 subsystem must be executable at the target subsystem

We recommend enabling comparison for edit procedures that involve external dictionary-based compression or
encryption.

Recovering System Catalog and Directory
Fast Recover integrates with the IBM Db2 RECOVER utility to process the Db2 system catalog and directory. When
recovering the Db2 system catalog and directory, consider the following requirements:

• Specify the catalog and directory objects in a specific order.
• Do not mix catalog and directory tablespaces as part of a list of tablespaces.
• Recover the catalog separately from user tablespaces.
• The QUICKCOPY syntax is not supported for catalog and directory recoveries.
• To recover any object in the SYSDDF tablespace, stop DDF before the recovery. Fast Recover must first stop the

recovery object to process. If DDF is active, then all DDF objects fail the IFI STOP command and the recovery job
terminates.
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NOTE
For more information about the recommended recovery order, see the Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

Recovering to an Earlier Point-in-Time (Partial Recovery)
You can recover tablespaces to an earlier point-in-time (partial recovery) using the TORBA or TOCOPY keywords. Be
careful when making a partial recovery, because data may be left inconsistent in the following ways:

• If you recover one partition of a tablespace, that data might be inconsistent with the rest. The tablespace partition is
placed into copy pending status.

• If you use TORBA, you can restore to the middle of a unit of recovery. Be sure that you know what event the RBA
marks before you use a TORBA recovery point. Quiesce points are good recovery points.

• If you restore to a particular image copy and use an image copy made with SHRLEVEL CHANGE, the data might be
inconsistent because the pages may have changed during the copy, and a space map might not match a data page.

• If the tablespace and indexes are not consistent with each other after a partial recovery, the indexes are placed into
recover pending status.

• Referentially related tablespaces might be inconsistent with a tablespace that is partially recovered. Tablespaces with
dependent tables are placed into check pending status if a referentially related tablespace is partially recovered.
To recover a tablespace set to a previous point-in-time, specify an RBA that is a quiescent point for the tablespace set.
This setting ensures that the referential integrity relationships among the tablespaces are not corrupted.

When you are recovering to a recent point-in-time, you can accelerate the processing by applying a backout recovery
(BACKOUT YES).

NOTE
For a sample JCL to recover to an earlier point-in-time, see the hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER5) member.

Recovering Using a Non-Db2 Source (Forward Recovery)
You can perform a forward recovery from a full pack or data set restore to provide recovery for special points-in-time.
Forward recovery means that you apply log records from some point-in-time. For example, if an I/O error occurs against
the data set for a tablespace, you can restore the data set from a source outside of Db2, such as a Fast Dump Restore
(FDR) backup or a concurrent copy, and then apply the log records from the time of the backup to the present time.

Use LOGONLY, FROMLOGPOINT, or FROMRBA to perform a forward recovery.

The following example recovers the tablespace after a FDR restore applying log data using the FROMRBA RBA
option. The indexes are also rebuilt for the tablespace. This recovery applies log records to the tablespace from the RBA
specified in the FROMRBA operand to current.

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

SORTLOG YES

FROMRBA X'00E550961C90’

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

Recovering a Tablespace with Index
When recovering a tablespace and its indexes, recover them in the same job by specifying the RECOVER INDEX and
RECOVER TABLESPACE statements in the same job step and include SORTLOG YES in the RECOVER TABLESPACE
syntax.
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Fast Recover can extract the index keys during the image copy read and recovers the indexes and tablespace
concurrently. This provides the best performance. Fast Recover also recovers index keys directly from the sort process
without using a SYSUT1 data set, saving workspace and processing time.

Otherwise, indexes are recovered after the tablespace, requiring a scan of the rebuilt tablespace.

NOTE
For a sample JCL to recover a tablespace and associated indexes, see the member
hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER1).

Deletion and Redefinition of Existing Data Sets
The SPACE-DEFN parameter controls the deletion and redefinition of existing data sets.

When Db2 creates a VSAM data set, it uses the RECOVER option. When Fast Recover creates a VSAM data set, it uses
the SPEED option. The SPEED option performs the I/O to these data sets more quickly. Therefore, we recommend that
you use SPACE-DEFN YES (the default) when you create a Db2 object. However, after the parameter has been changed
to SPEED, Fast Recover runs more quickly with SPACE-DEFN NO because it does not have to delete and define the
VSAM data sets.

The SPEED option does not affect Db2 processing. The following table describes which SPACE-DEFN option to use in
various situations:

Situation Use This Option
You have altered the definition of a data set for STOGROUP-
defined objects.

SPACE-DEFN YES. Until the data set is deleted and redefined,
the new definition is not in effect.

You are moving the STOGROUP-defined tablespace to another
volume.

SPACE-DEFN YES. The data sets are deleted and new ones are
created on the other volume. This change is not made until you
use
SPACE-DEFN YES.

You want to reclaim fragmented space. SPACE-DEFN YES.
You have created a new object. SPACE-DEFN YES. The data set is created with the SPEED

parameter.
All other situations. SPACE-DEFN NO.

Taking Image Copies after Recovery
You can write one to eight image copies during the recovery process.

Include the QUICKCOPY—Invoke Quick Copy syntax to invoke Quick Copy after the tablespace is recovered. If you are
recovering two tablespaces, include the QUICKCOPY syntax after each RECOVER TABLESPACE statement, as shown
in the following example:

//SYSIN    DD    *

RECOVER TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSDEPT 

     QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

     TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSEMP93

     QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,EMPCP101,,LP)

To take an image copy  while the tablespace is being recovered, use the QUICKCOPY option and specify INLINE-COPY
YES. Because the data is already in memory for the recovery process, the recovered tablespace is available sooner than
if the image copy was created as a separate step after the recovery.
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NOTE
Specify INLINE-COPY NO in jobs that take an image copy after the recovery. For a sample JCL to recover
multiple tablespaces and associated indexes, see the member hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER3).

Restoring Objects from Image Copy and FlashCopy Backup
You can restore objects from image copies that are IBM compatible. It does not matter which copy utility made the copy.

You can also restore image copy data sets outside of Db2 by using a tool such as the DF/SMS Concurrent Copy or by
performing a Fast Dump Restore, and then performing a FROMRBA recovery.

Contents:

Restoring Objects from a Non-Db2 Source

You can perform a forward recovery from a full pack or data set restore to provide recovery for special points-in-time.
Forward recovery means that you can apply log records from some point-in-time. For example, if an I/O error occurs
against the data set for a tablespace, you can restore the data set from a source outside of Db2, such as a Fast Dump
Restore (FDR) backup or a concurrent copy, and then apply the log records from the time of the backup to the present
time.

NOTE
 Use LOGONLY, FROMLOGPOINT, or FROMRBA to perform a forward recovery.

Restoring Objects from FlashCopy Backup

You can restore objects from copies that were taken with Quick Copy SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT syntax using
Snapshot General Services.

Snapshot General Services is a high-performance access method for the  utility products. This method can exploit the
FlashCopy hardware features that are available on many DASD subsystems. These features provide a “point-in-time”
view of an input data set, without requiring you to be aware of the particulars of the actual underlying hardware feature.
The FlashCopy technology can vastly reduce the amount of time that the tablespace is unavailable to applications.

SNAPSHOT support is mostly transparent. The initialization parameters that are specified when Snapshot General
Services is initialized by CAIRIM define the mappings between source data sets and their copies (names and volumes).
When SNAPSHOT is requested through a Db2 utility, the rest is automatic.

NOTE
For more information about Snapshot General Services, see Quick Copy documentation.

When restoring from SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies, consider the following:

• Verify that the Snapshot General Services subsystem is active.
• When the image copy is registered to CA SYSCOPY, specify the following in your RECOVER job:

SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT

• When the image copy is registered to SYSIBM.SYSCOPY, specify your RECOVER job without any special syntax.
This instant copy is used in the recovery the same as a standard image copy.

Recovering Using Archived Log Records on Tape
When you need to recover several tablespaces, but the log records that must be applied have already been archived and
moved to tape, specify all the recovery statements in one RECOVER statement with no other intervening utility calls. Only
one scan of the log data sets is needed. Otherwise, Fast Recover performs the recoveries serially to access the required
log records.
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Monitoring the Recovery Process
To evaluate which recovery scenario is best for you, you can use a PREVIEW keyword that lets you preview all messages
as if the recovery were already executed without actually performing the recovery.

For every object being recovered, Fast Recover creates recovery completion messages. Recovery completion messages
visually indicate the progress of the job and provide important recovery information to help you track the recovery status of
individual objects.

Fast Recover provides error, warning, and informational messages that are externalized from the code. You can edit these
external messages to reword the text of the messages.

To facilitate reviewing your job output, include an optional PTIMSG DD statement in your JCL. This DD statement defines
a data set where all IFI and VSAM output is written, making it easier to review your job output.

Critical messages are written to the ddname specified for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in the UTIL parmlib
member. You can separate the critical messages from other messages, making it easier to review job output.

Using Sort Processing
Sorts are performed by using the sort program that is specified in the SORT-PROGRAM parameter of
hlq.CDBAPARM(UTIL). All 31-bit sort programs are supported including DFSORT, Syncsort, and Sort.

Sort Work Data Sets

Fast Recover uses the following sort work data sets:

• STxxWKnn
STxxWKnn data sets are used when index keys are sorted during index recoveries.

• SLxxWKnn
SLxxWKnn data sets are used to process log records when a job uses the SORTLOG YES or SORTLOG
CONCURRENT option.

• STxxMSG
STxxMSG contains the sort output messages from an index recovery.

• SLxxMSG
SLxxMSG contains the sort output messages from a SORTLOG YES or SORTLOG CONCURRENT recovery.

Syntax:

• xx
Specifies the sort task.

• nn
Specifies the sort work data set number.

Dynamic allocation of sort work data sets is supported. If you cannot allocate the sort work data sets dynamically, define
the sort work data sets by including the appropriate DD statements in your job.

NOTE
Defining sort output message files is optional. If you omit the STxxMSG or SLxxMSG DD statements, the sort
work data sets are allocated for you as SYSOUT * data sets, with output going to the default message class for
your job.

Determine the Amount of Space Needed

If you do not allocate sort work data sets dynamically, determine how much space is needed.
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Follow these steps:

1. For indexspaces, calculate the following for each index being recovered:
 (index key length + 10) * number of rows in the table

 

2. Add the products for each table.
3. Calculate the following for tablespaces:

 Estimated number of log records to be applied *(average size of log record +16)

 

4. Add the values for all of the preceding steps.
The resulting value determines the amount of space that you need.

Number of Sort Data Sets per Sort Task

The job setup determines the number of sort data sets to be used per sort task:

• In jobs where the sort work data sets are dynamically allocated, the SORTNUM keyword controls the number of sort
data sets per sort task. Otherwise, the sort package default is used.

• In jobs where you have manually allocated the sort work data sets in the JCL, the DD statements you define control
the number of sort data sets per sort task.

Syncsort Parameters

When Fast Recover calls Syncsort, it sends parameters to control performance:

• SORT FIELDS
Identifies the 31-bit extended parameter list used to invoke Syncsort.

• OPTION
Identifies the value of various Syncsort parameters used by the sort program. Some of these values are set by the
value of the following options:
– DYNALLOC—This value is set using SORTDEVT and SORTNUM.
– FILESZ—This value is based on ESTIMATED-RECS, ESTIMATED-KEYS, or the catalog statistics. It represents the

approximate number of items being sorted.
– MAINSIZE—This value is based on SORT-APPLSIZE. It represents below-the-line sort space. To set the MAINSIZE

value, set SORT-APPLSIZE to at least 420 KB.
– MSGPRT—This value is based on SORT-FLAG.
– SORTDD—The sort work data sets are named STxxWKnn or SLxxWKnn. SyncSort adds the WKnn portion of the

data set name to the SORTDD defined here.

Control Below-the-Line Storage (Syncsort Users)

If your site uses Syncsort, we recommend using Syncsort parameters to control the use of below-the-line storage and the
sort storage size. Otherwise, you can run out of virtual storage during sort processing.

To control below-the-line storage when using Syncsort, add the following DD statement and parameters to your jobs.
These parameters override the SORT-APPLSIZE and SORT-SORTSIZE values in the UTIL parmlib member:

 //$ORTPARM DD *

   VSCORE=420K,VSCORET=nK

 

• VSCORE
Specifies the maximum amount of below-the-line virtual storage in KB that Syncsort uses. Set VSCORE to the same
value as the SORT-APPLSIZE parameter in the UTIL parmlib member. The default SORT-APPLSIZE value is 420 KB.

• VSCORET
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Specifies the total amount of virtual storage memory (above- and below-the-line) that Syncsort uses. Syncsort uses
this value instead of the SORT-SORTSIZE parameter in the UTIL parmlib member or the SORTSIZE keyword in the
utility job.

NOTE

• For more information about Syncsort, see the Syncsort documentation.
• Syncsort does not support multivolume sort work data sets.

How to Optimize Sort Performance

Fast Recover lets you control the number of I/O buffers, tasks, and the amount of sort space that is used during the
recovery process, giving you more control over the recovery process. Use the following guidelines to optimize sort
performance at your site:

• Allocate as much memory as possible to sort.
• Use disk packs with high I/O priority for quicker processing (regardless of the method used to allocate the data sets).
• Give sort work files large primary extents. If you allocate the sort work data sets in the JCL, specify large primary

allocations. Make the primary allocation large enough so extents are not needed. The sort utilities work better with
fewer large allocations, rather than many small ones.

• Locate each sort work file on a different device. In addition, if you allocate the sort work data sets in the JCL, locate
each data set on a different volume. This enables the sort utility and the Broadcom utility to take advantage of
concurrent processing.

Parmlib Parameters that Affect Sort Performance

The following PFR and UTIL parmlib parameters affect the operation of your sort utility:

Parameter Description Parmlib Member
SORT-APPLSIZE Minimum size required by sort UTIL
SORT-PROGRAM Sort utility installed UTIL
SORT-FLAG Default sort message level PFR and UTIL
SORT-SORTDEVT Default sort device type PFR and UTIL
SORT-SORTNUM Default sort number PFR and UTIL
SORT-SORTSIZE Default sort storage size PFR and UTIL

NOTE
For more information about editing the PMM and UTIL parmlib members, see the topic Setup Product-Specific
Parmlib Members within the  documentation.

Recover from System-Level Backups
You can recover database objects from the system-level backups (SLBs) created by the BACKUP SYSTEM utility.

To enable recovery from SLBs, specify USE-SYSBACKUP(YES) in the PFR member of the CDBAPARM dataset. If the
SLB is the most recent backup available, the SLB is used as a recovery base.

Fast Recover performs the following actions to recover database objects from an SLB:

1. Reads information about the SLBs from the bootstrap data set and identifies the most recent SLB 
2. Queries DFSMShsm to confirm the availability of the SLB
3. Executes DFSMShsm commands to restore the Db2 VSAM data sets from the SLB
4. Applies the selected log records forward
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Rules and Limitations

• You must specify SORTLOG NO or SORTLOG CONCURRENT in the syntax. If an SLB is identified as a recovery
base, SORTLOG YES automatically switches to SORTLOG NO processing.

• SLB recovery is supported for Db2 for z/OS 11 in NFM mode or Db2 for z/OS 12.

Recovery Failures

• If an SLB is identified as invalid, Fast Recover tries to fall back to previously created image copies or SLBs.
• If the DFSMShsm commands fail to restore the Db2 VSAM data sets, processing terminates. Fast Recover displays an

error message that identifies the Db2 VSAM dataset affected. The message contains the return and reason code that
is returned by the DFSMShsm command and additional information. For more information about the failure, review the
messages that are displayed by the DFSMShsm started task.

• To display the DFSMShsm commands in the PTIIMSG dataset, specify the ALLMSGS keyword in the syntax.

Recommendations 

• Set the copy pools that are used for the system-level-backup to capture catalog information. This allows you to restore
Db2 VSAM data sets that were migrated to different volumes.

• Set the Db2 parameter SYSTEM_LEVEL_BACKUPS to YES. This allows you to recover database objects from SLBs
when the IBM RECOVER utility is called by Fast Recover.
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Reference
This section provides information about the following items. Because this information deals with proprietary inner workings
of Fast Recover, you must log in with your Broadcom Support credentials to activate these links and view the content:

• The RECOVER control statement syntax.
• The REBUILD control statement syntax.
• The wildcards to use in the RECOVER and REBUILD statements.
• The keywords that you can use with the control statements.

Syntax Conventions

Use the following command conventions when specifying your job syntax:

• Enter uppercase characters as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

Profile Options

If you receive syntax errors when submitting a utility job from a data set, even though all the parameters are correct,
review the profile options for the data set member that contains the SYSIN statements. If your profile for the input data set
has something unusual set, such as PACK ON, it can interfere with utility processing.

RECOVER Control Statements
The RECOVER statement initiates the recovery process. You can recover databases, tablespaces, and indexes using this
statement.

NOTE
The RECOVER control statement supports the use of wildcards with database, tablespace, and index names.

This control statement has the following syntax:

RECOVER {DATABASE {dbname}

         [Database Options]

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options] 

         [RECOVER Global Options]} |

        {TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname} [DSNUM int]

         [Tablespace Options] 

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options|Recover DSN Options|OBID Translation Options] 

         [RECOVER Global Options]} |

        {INDEXSPACE {dbname.ixspname} [DSNUM int]

         [Index Options] 

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options]

         [RECOVER Global Options]} |

        {INDEX {(ALL) TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}} |               

               {([creator.]ixname) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}] [DSNUM int]}       
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         [Index Options]} |

        {LIST {listdef-name}}

         [Tablespace Options|Index Options]

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options| 

         [RECOVER Global Options]

        {OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]obj-list-name}

         [Tablespace Options|Index Options]

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options| 

         [RECOVER Global Options]

Database Options

You can include the following database options in the RECOVER control statement:

[BY-PART {YES|NO}]

[QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]] 

Tablespace Options

You can include the following tablespace options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ALTERNATE [NO|YES]] 

[QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]] 

[RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]] 

Index Options

You can include the following index options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ALTERNATE [NO|YES]] 

[QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]] 

RBA Options

You can include the following RBA options in the RECOVER control statement:

[BACKOUT [YES|NO]] 

[LOGONLY]

[TORBA {X'byte-string'|LAST-RBA|LAST-QUIESCE}]

[FROMRBA {X'byte-string'}]

[TOLOGLABEL  loglabel-name]

[FROMLOGLABEL  loglabel-name]

Logpoint Options

You can include the following logpoint options in the RECOVER control statement:

[BACKOUT [YES|NO]] 

[FROMLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'}]

[TOLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|LAST-LOGPOINT|LAST-QUIESCE}]
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[TOLOGLABEL  loglabel-name]

[FROMLOGLABEL  loglabel-name]

Recover DSN Options

You can include the following recover DSN options in the RECOVER control statement:

[TOCOPY {dataset_name|LAST-COPY}]

[TODDN ddname]

[TOVOLUME [CATALOG|volser|TOSEQN int]] 

Recover DSN options are not global and apply only to the tablespace for which they are specified.

OBID Translation Options

You can include the following OBID translation options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ENDLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'}]

[ENDRBA {X'byte-string'}]

[FULLDD {ddname}]

[FULLDSN {dsname}]

[NO-NEW-COPY]

[OBIDXLAT {old_obid, new_obid}]

[ROWFORMAT {BRF|RRF}]

[STARTLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|HPRBA}]

[STARTRBA {X'byte-string'|HPRBA}]

OBID translation options are not global and apply only to the tablespace for which they are specified.

RECOVER Global Options

You can include the following global options in the RECOVER control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]] 

[CLONE]

[COMBINE-LOGIC YES]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[DMS/OS]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]] 

[ESTIMATED-RECS int]

[HISTORY {NO|YES}]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]] 

[INLINE-COPY [NO|YES]] 

[LOG-BACKUP [YES|NO]] 

[MAXTAPES int]

[MAXTASKS int] | [PARALLEL int]

[NO-SYSCOPY-ROW]

[PICKLIST [NO|YES]] 

[PQCPARM member]

[PREVIEW {NO|YES}]

[RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]] 
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[REPAIR-DBD [YES|NO]] 

[RETAIN [NO|YES]] 

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[SKIP-PENDING]

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTLOG [NO|YES|CONCURRENT]] 

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO]] 

[STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP}]

[STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-INDEXED]] 

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS [NONE|ALL]] 

[USE-BACKUP-LOGS [NO|YES]] 

[USE-CHANGE-ACCUM [NO|YES]] 

[VERIFYSET NO|YES]

REBUILD Control Statement
The REBUILD statement rebuilds an index by reconstructing it.

NOTE
The REBUILD statement supports the use of wildcards with index names.

This control statement has the following syntax:

 

REBUILD {INDEX {(ALL) DATABASE {dbname}} |

               {(ALL) TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname} [DSNUM int]} |

               {([creator.]ixname [DSNUM int]) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]} |

               {([creator.]ixname) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}] [DSNUM int]} |

               {([creator.]ixname1 [DSNUM int],..., ixnameN [DSNUM int])

                [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]} |

               {([creator.]ixname1,...,ixnameN) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]

                [DSNUM int]}} |

        {INDEX LIST {listdef-name}}

        {INDEX OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]obj-list-name} 

         [Index Options]

         [REBUILD Global Options]

NOTE
To apply the same DSNUM int value to all the indexes inside parentheses, specify DSNUM int outside the
parentheses. If you specify DSNUM int for any indexes inside parentheses, do not specify this keyword at the
end of the statement.
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Index Options

You can include the following index options in the REBUILD control statement:

[ALTERNATE [NO|YES]] 

[RBALRSN_CONVERSION {NONE|BASIC|EXTENDED}]

REBUILD Global Options

You can include the following global options in the REBUILD control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[CHECK-LIMITKEYS {NO|YES}]

[CLONE]

[DMS/OS]

[EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]] 

[HISTORY {NO|YES}]

[IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]] 

[MAXTASKS int] | [PARALLEL int]

[NO-SYSCOPY-ROW]

[PREVIEW {NO|YES}]

[RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}]

[SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}]

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO]] 

[STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-INDEXED]] 

[STOP-LIMIT int]

[UPDATE-CATSTATS [NONE|ALL]] 

Use of Wildcards in RECOVER and REBUILD Statements
Using wildcards (also known as masking) lets you quickly select multiple objects with similar names and qualifiers, and
therefore obtain maximum performance. You can specify the following wildcard characters when selecting databases,
tablespaces, indexspaces, or indexes:

• percent sign (%)
Indicates that zero or more characters can occupy the position.

NOTE

A '%' is not permitted in the first position of the database name for any statement. For unsupported wildcard
syntax, see the following examples.

• underscore (_)
Indicates that any one character can occupy the underscored position.

NOTE
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• Any character other than % or _ represents a single occurrence of itself.
• Objects that are specified using wildcards are always processed by partitions. Using wildcards can

interfere with DSNUM int or PART int specificiation.
• You cannot use wildcards to select catalog and directory objects. To recover and rebuild user indexes on

catalog objects, explicitly specify the object names.

Examples: Wildcards in RECOVER Statements

The RECOVER statement supports the use of wildcards with databases, tablespaces, indexspaces, and indexes. The
following examples show how you can use the wildcards with RECOVER syntax:

RECOVER DATABASE DB%

RECOVER TABLESPACE [DB%.]TS%

RECOVER INDEXSPACE [D%01.]IX%SP

RECOVER INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [D%01.]TS%

RECOVER INDEX ([USER%.]I%01) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS01

RECOVER INDEX ([USER%.]I%01,I%02,I%03) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS01

Examples: Wildcards in REBUILD Statements

The REBUILD statement supports the use of wildcards with indexes. The following examples show how you can use
wildcards with REBUILD syntax:

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) DATABASE DB%

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [DB%.]TS%

REBUILD INDEX ([USER%.]I%01) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS01

REBUILD INDEX ([USER%.]I%01,I%02,I%03) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS01

Examples: Unsupported Wildcard Syntax

The following syntax is not supported because you cannot use a '%' in the first position of a database name when
recovering or rebuilding indexes:

DATABASE %

TABLESPACE %.%

INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE %.%

INDEX (ALL) DATABASE %

Keyword Descriptions
You can invoke Broadcom utilities by including their control statements in your SYSIN data set. These control statements
contain the keywords that specify the options to use when the utility job is processed.

NOTE
You can change the defaults for many keywords within the UTIL parmlib member or the product parmlib
member. You can also override many parmlib default values by specifying the appropriate keyword at the SYSIN
DD level.

ABEND-TASK—Produce a Dump
The ABEND-TASK keyword produces a dump if a return code greater than 4 is returned.

If you specify ABEND-TASK, include the following DD statement in your JCL:
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//SYSUDUMP    DD   SYSOUT=*

The abend dump is written to the SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set.

NOTE
When you specify DUMP AUTHORIZATION, no dumps are generated unless all users have this authority due to
the pathing of ACF2.

This keyword has the following format:

ABEND-TASK

ALLMSGS—Display System Messages
The ALLMSGS keyword displays all system messages (IFI and VSAM).

This keyword has the following format:

ALLMSGS

ALTERNATE—Recover to an Alternate VSAM File
The ALTERNATE keyword recovers a table space or index to an alternate VSAM file. If you specify ALTERNATE YES, the
object is then available during the recovery processing.

If a table space is in check pending status and the SORTLOG YES parameter was not used, you cannot recover the index
using ALTERNATE YES. You can only recover the index using ALTERNATE NO. The index is then unavailable during the
recovery process.

ALTERNATE YES does not support concurrent copies.

NOTE
For alternate data set index recoveries where indexes are being recovered separately from the table space, the
table space can prevent the recovery from completing because a quiesce of the table space is performed.

This keyword has the following format:

 ALTERNATE [NO|YES]

 

• NO
Does not recover to an alternate VSAM file. The object is unavailable during the recovery process. The recovery does
not use any temporary target VSAM data sets. This is the default.

• YES
Recovers the object to an alternate VSAM file. The object is available in READ ONLY mode during the recovery,
except for a short time at the beginning and end of the recovery, while data set renaming takes place.
The recovered object is written to a new VSAM data set, which is renamed according to the option specified by
RENAME-CONTROL.

NOTE
Specify ALTERNATE YES with each TABLESPACE keyword in your syntax. ALTERNATE YES does not
support concurrent copies.

ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP—Use EXCP to Read Archive Logs
The ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP keyword specifies whether to use EXCP to read the archive logs.
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ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP is not valid with REBUILD INDE.

This keyword has the following format:

 ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]

 

• YES
Uses EXCP to access the archive logs. This option is the default.

• NO
Does not use EXCP to access the archive logs. Instead, VSAM is used to read the archive logs.

NOTE
If you use a third party log compression utility, specify NO to access the compressed archive logs.

BACKOUT—Perform a Log-only Backout Recovery
The BACKOUT keyword specifies whether to recover objects to a previous point-in-time using log-only backout
processing.

Backout recovery processing uses logs to remove all changes that were made to the object from the recovery point until
the current state.

Use this keyword when removing changes from the current state results in faster performance than restoring a preceding
image copy and applying changes to it. For example, when you recover to a recent point-in-time.

This keyword is valid with RECOVER.

This keyword requires that you specify the exact RBA or logpoint LRSN values using the TORBA or TOLOGPOINT
keyword.

If you specify BACKOUT, YES is the default. If you do not specify BACKOUT, NO is the default.

This keyword has the following syntax:

BACKOUT [YES|NO]

BY-PART—Process Objects By Partitions
The BY-PART keyword specifies whether to process each tablespace partition separately for the specified database.
Using the BY-PART keyword, you do not need to specify each partition individually.

BY-PART is valid only with the RECOVER DATABASE statement.

If you are recovering a database where any of the associated tablespaces were previously copied at the partition level
(one copy per partition), BY-PART is required.

NOTE
If you do not specify the BY-PART keyword in the SYSIN, the BY-PART value from the PFR parmlib member
(hlq.CDBAPARM) is used.

This keyword has the following format:

 BY-PART [YES|NO]

 

• YES
Specifies that all partitions are processed, each partition separately. For more information, see Recovering a
Partitioned Table Space or Index Space.
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NOTE
BY-PART YES is the same as if you specified all partitions using a DSNUM keyword for each partition, or if
you specified LISTDEF with the PARTLEVEL option.

• NO
Specifies that the database is processed as a whole, not by partitions. This option is the default.

NOTE
If ALL-PARTS YES is specified in the PFR parmlib member, BY-PART NO in the SYSIN is overridden and
all partitions are processed, each partition separately. Objects that are specified using wildcards are always
processed by partitions.

Example: Recover Database Tablespaces by Partition

This example recovers tablespaces in the DB1 database by partitions:

 RECOVER DATABASE DB1 BY-PART YES

 

Example: Use Multiple BY-PART Keywords in a Job

This example shows how you can combine processing of tablespaces by partitions and as a whole in one RECOVER
statement. The tablespaces in the databases DB1 and DB3 in this example are processed by partitions (BY-PART YES
keyword), the other databases are processed as a whole (BY-PART NO in the parmlib member).

NOTE
This example assumes that ALLPARTS NO and BY-PART NO is specified in the PFR parmlib member.

 RECOVER DATABASE DB1 BY-PART YES

         DATABASE DB2

         DATABASE DB3 BY-PART YES

         DATABASE DB4

 

NOTE

More information:

Process Objects By Partition

CHECK-LIMITKEYS—Check the Index Keys
The CHECK-LIMITKEYS keyword specifies whether to check that each key written to an index actually belongs in the
partition for which it is written.

Use the CHECK-LIMITKEYS keyword to verify that a source and target object have matching DDL definitions when
migrating data from the source to the target.

CHECK-LIMITKEYS is not valid with RECOVER TABLESPACE and RECOVER INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

CHECK-LIMITKEYS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not check each key.

• YES
Checks each key. Specifying YES may degrade performance.
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CLONE—Process Only Cloned Objects
The CLONE keyword specifies that the utility processes only cloned objects. This keyword applies to every object in a
statement but ignores any objects that do not have a clone relationship.

This keyword has the following format:

CLONE

Examples: Recover the Clone of the Specified Object

• This example recovers the clone of the specified tablespace.

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1 CLONE

• This example recovers the clones of the specified tablespaces.

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1

        TABLESPACE dbname.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname.tsname3

        TABLESPACE dbname.tsname4

   CLONE

• This example recovers the clones of the objects specified in a list.

RECOVER LIST list-name  CLONE

NOTE
Only the cloned objects in the list are processed. The CLONE keyword ignores the objects without a clone
relationship.

COMBINE-LOGIC—Combine Objects Into the Same Task
The COMBINE-LOGIC keyword combines objects that use the same image copy into the same processing task.

Review the following information on the use of COMBINE-LOGIC:

• If you specify COMBINE-LOGIC NO, it is reset to COMBINE-LOGIC YES.
• COMBINE-LOGIC is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

COMBINE-LOGIC YES

COPY-TYPE—Use Local or Remote Image Copies
The COPY-TYPE keyword specifies whether to use local or remote image copies in the tablespace recovery.

If you specify TOCOPY LAST-COPY, Fast Recover scans SYSIBM.SYSCOPY to determine the fully qualified data set
name of the last local primary (LP) image copy, which you want to recover. If you also use COPY-TYPE RECOVERY, Fast
Recover scans for the most recent remote primary (RP) image copy, and then falls back to the latest remote backup (RB)
if the RP cannot be allocated. If neither the RP nor RB can be allocated, the previous RP is used (followed by the previous
RB, and so on).
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Note the following:

• The system default set in the SITETYPE parameter of DSNZPARM determines the COPY-TYPE default.
• COPY-TYPE is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]

• LOCAL
Uses image copies with ICBACKUP type LB or blank.

• RECOVERY
Uses image copies with ICBACKUP type RP or RB.

DATABASE—Recover All Tablespaces in a Database
The DATABASE keyword recovers all table spaces in a database.

If the database contains partitioned table spaces, you can specify whether to process all partitions as a whole or each
partition separately.

To process indexes in the database, specify REBUILD Control Statement.

NOTE
RECOVER DATABASE cannot be used to recover Db2 catalogs or Db2 directory. Use the RECOVER
TABLESPACE syntax instead.

This keyword has the following format:

DATABASE {dbname}

• dbname
Defines the database to be recovered. You must have an authorization for the database you specify.

DMS/OS—Indicate Generic Volume Names
The DMS/OS keyword indicates that volume names can be generic, and that Fast Recover should not check to see if they
are online.

Include DMS/OS if your site uses a DASD management package that controls data set placement on volumes.

NOTE
Specify DMS/OS with the slash.

This keyword has the following format:

DMS/OS

DSNUM—Specify a Partition or Data Set
The DSNUM keyword specifies the tablespace, index, or indexspace data set or partition.

Use the DSNUM keyword to specify all partitions or specific partitions of a tablespace or an indexspace.

The DSNUM keyword is the same as the PART keyword.

NOTE
If you use wildcards in the object specification, the object is always recovered by partitions.

Syntax:
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 DSNUM {ALL|int}

 

• ALL
Recovers or rebuilds all partitions in the tablespace as a whole. This option is the default.

NOTE
DSNUM ALL is invalid if you are recovering a partitioned tablespace that was copied with one copy per
partition. In that case, recover each partition separately. If ALLPARTS YES is specified in the PFR parmlib
member, DSNUM ALL is ignored and partitions are processed individually.

• int
Defines the partition or data set to recover or the partition of an index to rebuild. To identify a data set, use the integer
at the end of the data set name as it is cataloged in the VSAM catalog.

NOTE

:

• To apply the same DSNUM int value to all the indexes inside parentheses, specify DSNUM int outside the
parentheses. If you specify DSNUM int for any indexes inside parentheses, do not specify this keyword at
the end of the statement.

• If DSNUM int is specified, the ALLPARTS YES setting in the parmlib member is ignored and only the
specified partitions are processed.

Restrictions:

You cannot specify individual partitions for recovery (DSNUM int or PART) in the following situations:

• On a nonpartitioned object
• With RECOVER DATABASE, RECOVER INDEX(ALL) TABLESPACE, OBJ-LIST, and LIST.
• When wildcards are used in the tablespace specification as follows: RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname.tsname%
• Rebuild of logical partitions is not supported for nonpartitioning indexes (NPI). Verify that NPI is not specified (by name,

included in INDEX(ALL), or by wildcards) with REBUILD INDEX DSNUM or PART.

Example: Recover the Specified Partitions

This example recovers partitions 1, 3, and 5 of the tablespace DB1.DB1TS1:

 RECOVER TABLESPACE DB1.DB1TS1 DSNUM 1

         TABLESPACE DB1.DB1TS1 DSNUM 3

         TABLESPACE DB1.DB1TS1 DSNUM 5

 

Example: Rebuild the Specified Partitions of Indexes

The following examples rebuild the specified partitions of indexes:

• This example rebuilds partition 1 of indexes ixname1, ixname2, and ixname3:
 REBUILD (ixname1, ixname2, ixname3) TABLESPACE DB01.TS01 DSNUM 1

 

• This example rebuilds the partition 1 of ixname1, partition 2 of ixname2, and the entire index ixname3:
 REBUILD (ixname1 DSNUM 1, ixname2 DSNUM 2, ixname3)

 

Example: Recover All Partitions as a Whole

This example recovers all partitions of the tablespace DB1.DB1TS1 as a whole:

 RECOVER TABLESPACE DB1.DB1TS1 DSNUM ALL
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NOTE
This example assumes that ALLPARTS NO is specified in the PFR parmlib member.

EDITPROC—Specify Edit Procedures Execution State
The EDITPROC keyword specifies the state in which your edit procedures execute.

This keyword has the following format:

EDITPROC [PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR]

• PROBLEM
Executes the edit procedures in PROBLEM state. This option is the default.

• SUPERVISOR
Executes the edit procedures in SUPERVISOR state.

NOTE
Do not specify EDITPROC SUPERVISOR unless required by the vendor of the edit procedures. The
overhead of changing to supervisor state for every call to the edit procedure is substantial and degrades
performance.

ENDLOGPOINT—Define the Ending Log Point
The ENDLOGPOINT keyword defines the log RBA or LRSN to which the tablespace is recovered.

If you include ENDLOGPOINT, define an RBA or LRSN. If you include only STARTLOGPOINT (without ENDLOGPOINT),
then ENDLOGPOINT defaults to the highest written log point in the BSDS for the Db2 subsystem from which the log
records came.

Review the following considerations:

• The use of ENDLOGPOINT is optional; you can specify STARTLOGPOINT without ENDLOGPOINT.
• ENDLOGPOINT is not valid with RECOVER INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

 ENDLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'}

 

• X'byte-string'
Defines the RBA or LRSN as a hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes. If the RBA or
LRSN of a log record is greater than byte-string, that record is not used in the recovery.

ENDRBA—Define the Ending RBA
The ENDRBA keyword defines the log relative byte address (RBA) to which the table space is recovered.

The ENDRBA parameter is omitted by default. If you include ENDRBA, define a relative byte address. If you include only
STARTRBA (without ENDRBA), then ENDRBA defaults to the highest written RBA in the BSDS for the Db2 subsystem
from which the log records came.

Review the following considerations:

• The use of ENDRBA is optional; you can use STARTRBA without ENDRBA.
• ENDRBA is not valid with RECOVER INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:
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ENDRBA {X'byte-string'}

• X'byte-string'
Defines the RBA as a hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes. If the RBA of a log record is
greater than byte-string, that record is not used in the recovery.

ESTIMATED-KEYS—Estimate the Number of Index Keys
The ESTIMATED-KEYS keyword estimates the number of index keys to recover.

NOTE
You can specify SORTKEYS in place of ESTIMATED-KEYS.

If you are recovering a partition of an index, use the number of rows in the partition as your estimate.

Including ESTIMATED-KEYS automatically invokes dynamic sort work data set allocation. If you omit ESTIMATED-KEYS
from both the job SYSIN and the PFR parmlib member, the following statements are checked (in this order) in an attempt
to populate the SORT:

1. CARDF/CARD in SYSTABLEPART
2. CARDF/CARD in SYSTABLES
3. The product default of 30,000

Consider the following when specifying ESTIMATED-KEYS:

• If your catalog statistics are out-of-date and you do not specify ESTIMATED-KEYS, the dynamically allocated sort work
data sets might be the wrong size. If they are too small, you might encounter an abend. If they are too large, you can
tie up resources unnecessarily.

• ESTIMATED-KEYS is not valid with RECOVER DATABASE or RECOVER TABLESPACE.
• Coding ESTIMATED-KEYS in the PFR parmlib member with a value of NONE or 0 is equivalent to not coding it at all.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-KEYS int or SORTKEYS int

• int
Estimates the number of index keys to be recovered. To calculate this number, use the following method:
a. For each table on which indexes are recovered, multiply the number of rows in the table by the number of indexes

on the table.
b. Add the products for each table.
Limits: 2,147,000,000

NOTE
Specifying 0 is equivalent to omitting ESTIMATED-KEYS from both the job SYSIN and the PFR parmlib
member. The Db2 catalog statistics are checked in the order noted previously.

ESTIMATED-RECS—Estimate the Number of Log Records to Apply
The ESTIMATED-RECS keyword estimates the number of log records to apply to the tablespace being recovered.

ESTIMATED-RECS automatically invokes dynamic sort work data set allocation.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-RECS int
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• int
Estimate the number of log records to apply to the tablespace being recovered.
Limits: 2,147,000,000

• NONE
Default to ten percent of the number of rows in the tablespace.

FROMLOGLABEL—Define the Log Label to Use
The FROMLOGLABEL keyword defines the log label from which the tablespace or tablespaces are recovered. Use this
keyword to specify the starting point to apply on logs when performing a log-only type of recovery after a point-in-time
recovery outside of Db2.

During FROMLOGLABEL recovery, each log record RBA is compared with the RBA recorded in the data pages. If the log
RBA being applied is less than the log RBA in the data page, the recover job assumes it has already been applied and
ignores the current log record.

This keyword denotes a partial log-only type of recovery, do not specify the LOGONLY keyword with FROMLOGLABEL.

FROMLOGLABEL is omitted by default.

Define only one FROMLOGLABEL for a RECOVER statement even when it includes multiple tablespaces.

WARNING
Data resulting from a partial recovery can be inconsistent. Use FROMLOGLABEL with care.

FROMLOGLABEL is not valid with RECOVER INDEX. FROMLOGLABEL is not valid for OBIDXLAT recovery, use the
STARTRBA keyword instead.

This keyword has the following format:

FROMLOGLABEL {[creator.]name[(version)]}

• creator
(Optional) Defines the creator of the log label.

• name
Defines the name of the log label.

• version
(Optional) Defines the version of the log label.

FROMLOGPOINT—Define the LRSN to Use
The FROMLOGPOINT keyword defines the Log Record Sequence Number (LRSN) in a data sharing environment from
which the database or tablespace is recovered. Use this keyword to specify the starting point for logs to apply when
performing a log-only type of recovery after a point-in-time recovery outside of Db2 had been done.

During the FROMLOGPOINT recovery, each log LRSN is compared with the LRSN recorded in the data pages. If the
LRSN being applied is older than the LRSN in the data page, the recover job assumes it has already been applied and
ignores the current log record.

This keyword denotes a partial log-only type of recovery, do not specify the LOGONLY keyword with FROMLOGPOINT.

FROMLOGPOINT is omitted by default. If you include FROMLOGPOINT, define an LRSN timestamp.

Define only one FROMLOGPOINT for a RECOVER statement even when it includes multiple tablespaces.

WARNING
Data resulting from a partial recovery can be inconsistent. Use FROMLOGPOINT with care.
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FROMLOGPOINT is not valid with RECOVER INDEX. FROMLOGPOINT is not valid for OBIDXLAT recovery, use the
STARTLOGPOINT keyword instead.

This keyword has the following format:

FROMLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'}

• X'byte-string'
Defines FROMLOGPOINT as a hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes. If the LRSN of a
log record is byte-string or greater, that record is used in the recovery.

NOTE

More information:

Restoring Objects from Image Copy and FlashCopy Backup

FROMRBA—Define the Log RBA to Use
The FROMRBA keyword defines the log relative byte address (RBA) from which the tablespace or tablespaces are
recovered. Use this keyword to specify the starting point for logs to apply when performing a log-only type of recovery
after a point-in-time recovery outside of Db2 had been done.

During the FROMRBA recovery, each log record RBA is compared with the RBA recorded in the data pages. If the log
RBA being applied is less than the log RBA in the data page, the recover job assumes it has already been applied and
ignores the current log record.

This keyword denotes a partial log-only type of recovery, do not specify the LOGONLY keyword with FROMRBA.

FROMRBA is omitted by default. If you include FROMRBA, define a relative byte address.

Define only one FROMRBA for a RECOVER statement even when it includes multiple tablespaces.

WARNING
Data resulting from a partial recovery can be inconsistent. Use FROMRBA with care.

FROMRBA is not valid with RECOVER INDEX. FROMRBA is not valid for OBIDXLAT recovery, use the STARTRBA
keyword instead.

This keyword has the following format:

 FROMRBA {X'byte-string'}

 

• X'byte-string'
Defines the RBA as a hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes. If the RBA of a log record is
byte-string or greater, that record is used in the recovery.

FULLDD—Define the Full Image Copy Data Set
The FULLDD keyword defines the ddname of the full image copy data set given in the JCL for the recovery job.

Syntax:

FULLDD {ddname}

• ddname
Defines a ddname.
Limits: 8 characters
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Restrictions:

• FULLDD does not support concurrent copies. An error message is issued if you use FULLDD when you are using a
concurrent copy in the recovery.

• FULLDD is not valid with FULLDSN, LIST, OJB-LIST, RECOVER DATABASE, RECOVER INDEX, and TOCOPY.

FULLDSN—Define the Full Image Copy Data Set
The FULLDSN keyword defines the data set name of the full image copy for the recovery job.

Syntax:

FULLDSN {dsname}

• dsname
Defines a data set name.
Limits: 44 characters

Restrictions:

• FULLDSN does not support concurrent copies. An error message is issued if you specify FULLDSN when you use a
concurrent copy in the recovery.

• FULLDSN is not valid with RECOVER DATABASE, RECOVER INDEX, and REBUILD INDEX.
• FULLDSN is not valid with LIST, FULLDD, OBJ-LIST, and TOCOPY.
• Use FULLDSN only for image copy data sets that are identified solely by the data set name and are cataloged.

 

HISTORY—Update the History Table
The HISTORY keyword specifies whether to update the PTGL500_HISTORY table during processing. When YES is
specified, statistics such as how long it took to recover or rebuild an object are written to the table. Other statistics, such
as the number of pages read and written, the number of log records applied, and the number of image copies used to
complete the recovery are also written to the history table.

This keyword has the following format:

HISTORY {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not update the history table. This is the default.

• YES
Updates the history table. Specifying YES may degrade performance.

IDCAMS-CATALOG—Use IDCAMS for Non-SMS-Controlled VSAM Data Sets
The IDCAMS-CATALOG keyword specifies whether to use the IDCAMS catalog parameter when defining non-SMS-
managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

IDCAMS-CATALOG [YES|NO]

• YES
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Uses the IDCAMS catalog parameter if the VSAM data set is non-SMS-controlled. The data set high-level qualifier is
used as the catalog entry. This is the default option.

• NO
Does not use the IDCAMS catalog parameter. If you use the Multilevel Catalog Alias Facility, use this option.

INDEX—Define Indexes to Process
The INDEX keyword defines indexes for the specified control statement to process:

• With the RECOVER control statement, defines indexes to recover. You can recover one index or all indexes that are
associated with the specified tablespace. An index must be created with the COPY YES attribute to use RECOVER
INDEX.

• With the REBUILD control statement, defines indexes to reconstruct from the tablespace they reference. You can
rebuild one index, a list of indexes, or all indexes that are associated with a tablespace. Use REBUILD INDEX for
indexes that are not created with the COPY YES attribute.

You can specify multiple RECOVER INDEX or REBUILD INDEX statements in your job.

NOTE
RECOVER INDEX requires that you specify SORTLOG YES.

The following shows the syntax of RECOVER INDEX and REBUILD INDEX:

RECOVER {INDEX {(ALL) TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}} |

               {([creator.]ixname) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}] [DSNUM int]}         

                [Index Options]}

 

REBUILD {INDEX {(ALL) DATABASE {dbname}} |

               {(ALL) TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname} [DSNUM int]} |

               {([creator.]ixname [DSNUM int]) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]} |

               {([creator.]ixname) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}] [DSNUM int]} |

               {([creator.]ixname1 [DSNUM int],..., ixnameN [DSNUM int])

                [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]} |

               {([creator.]ixname1,...,ixnameN) [TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}]

                [DSNUM int]}} |

        {INDEX LIST {listdef-name}}

        {INDEX OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]obj-list-name}

         [Index Options]

NOTE
Enclose the index specifications in parentheses. If you list more than one index name for REBUILD INDEX,
separate the names with commas. To apply the DSNUM—Specify a Partition or Data Set keyword to all indexes
in parentheses for REBUILD INDEX, specify this keyword outside of the parentheses. However, when you
specify at least one index in the parentheses with DSNUM—Specify a Partition or Data Set, do not specify this
keyword at the end of the statement.

• (ALL)
Processes all indexes that are associated with the tablespace or database that is named in the control statements.
This option facilitates planning and executing a disaster recover scenario by removing the need to determine all of the
objects in the database.
You can use INDEX (ALL) with the following object keywords:
– DATABASE—Recover All Tablespaces in a Database  for REBUILD
– TABLESPACE—Recover a Tablespace for REBUILD and RECOVER
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NOTE
REBUILD INDEX (ALL) DATABASE cannot be used to process Db2 catalogs or Db2 directory. Use the
REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE syntax instead.

• creator
(Optional) Defines the user ID of the index creator. If you do not specify the creator, it defaults to the user ID for the job.

• ixname
Defines the index name. For REBUILD, you can specify multiple indexes, separating each with a comma and
enclosing the index or series of indexes in parentheses. All indexes included in one REBUILD statement must be on
tables that all belong to the same tablespace.

• DSNUM int|PART int
Specifies the partition of the index to process.

Example: Use Wildcards to Define Multiple Indexes

The following example shows how you can use wildcards in index specification in RECOVER or REBUILD statements:

INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS%

INDEX ([USER%.]I%01) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS01

INDEX ([USER%.]I%01,I%02,I%03) TABLESPACE [DB01.]TS01

Example: Recover an Index Only

The following example recovers a three-partition index and dynamically allocates the sort work data sets.

//SYSIN    DD  *                                

     RECOVER INDEX(owner.ixname) TABLESPACE dbname.tsname

       SORTLOG          YES                          

       SORTDEVT         SYSDA                        

       SORTSIZE         4M                           

       SPACE-DEFN       YES                          

NOTE
For a sample JCL to recover an index only, see the hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER2) member.

Example: Recover a Tablespace and Associated Indexes

The following example recovers a nonpartitioned tablespace (NEWTS) with the associated clustering and nonclustering
index.

//SYSIN   DD  *

      RECOVER TABLESPACE DB01.NEWTS

              SORTLOG  YES

              ALLMSGS

              STOP-LIMIT 3 

      RECOVER INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE DB01.NEWTS

NOTE
For a sample JCL to recover a tablespace and associated indexes, see the hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER1)
member.

Example: Recover Multiple Tablespaces and Associated Indexes

The following example concurrently recovers tablespaces NEWTS1 and NEWTS2 and their associated indexes.
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//SYSIN    DD *

       RECOVER  TABLESPACE dbname.NEWTS1

                TABLESPACE dbname.NEWTS2

         SORTLOG           YES

         MAXTASKS          2     

         STOP-LIMIT        3     

         ALLMSGS

         SPACE-DEFN        YES  

         STARTUP-ACCESS    RW  

 

       REBUILD  INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname.NEWTS1

         SORTDEVT          SYSDA              

         SORTNUM           3                  

         MAXTASKS          2   

         ESTIMATED-KEYS    100000  

         STOP-LIMIT        3     

         STARTUP-ACCESS    RW  

 

       REBUILD  INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname.NEWTS2

         SORTDEVT          SYSDA              

         SORTNUM           3                  

         MAXTASKS          2   

         ESTIMATED-KEYS    500000  

         STOP-LIMIT        3     

         STARTUP-ACCESS    RW 

NOTE
For a sample JCL to recover multiple tablespaces and associated indexes, see the member
hlq.CDBASRC(RECOVER4).

NOTE

More information:

MAXTASKS—Control the Number of Tasks

Object Recovery Process Flow

Index Options (RECOVER)

RECOVER—Restore a Copy of an Object

LIST—Process a List of Objects

Recovering System Catalog and Directory

Index Options (REBUILD)

Recovering a Tablespace with Index

PART—Specify a Partition or Data Set
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INDEXSPACE—Recover an Indexspace
The INDEXSPACE keyword defines an indexspace to recover (RECOVER INDEXSPACE). The index must be defined as
COPY YES.

Review the following considerations:

• You can specify multiple RECOVER INDEXSPACE statements in your job.
• The INDEXSPACE keyword is not valid with the REBUILD control statement. Use REBUILD INDEX to reconstruct an

indexspace.

This keyword has the following format:

 {INDEXSPACE {dbname.ixspname} [DSNUM int]

          [Index Options] 

         [RBA Options|Logpoint Options]

         [Global Options]}

 

• dbname
Specifies the database name.

• ixspname
Specifies the indexspace name.

INLINE-COPY—Create an Inline Image Copy
The INLINE-COPY keyword specifies whether to invoke Quick Copy to perform an inline image copy while the tablespace
is being recovered. Because the new image copy is created while the data is already in memory for the recovery process,
the recovered tablespace is available sooner than when the image copy is created as a separate step after the recovery.

Review the following considerations:

• INLINE-COPY is invalid unless you also specify QUICKCOPY.
• INLINE-COPY is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.
• Specify also SORTLOG YES when using INLINE-COPY YES.

This keyword has the following format:

INLINE-COPY [NO|YES]

• NO
Creates the image after the recovery is complete. This option is the default.

• YES
Creates the image copy during the recovery.

LIST—Process a List of Objects
The LIST keyword specifies a list of objects to process. For RECOVER, the list can contain a mix of tablespaces and
indexspaces. For REBUILD, the list must contain either all tablespaces or all indexspaces.

Syntax:

LIST listdef-name

• listdef-name
Specifies a list of objects to process. The list of objects that belongs to the list is defined using the LISTDEF statement.
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NOTE

You can specify the values for the LISTDEF statement in the following locations:

• Directly into the SYSIN
• A dataset that you identify with the OPTIONS LISTDEFDD statement

A LISTDEF statement in the SYSIN overrides a LISTDEF statement for the same listdef-name in the
LISTDEFDD data set. When the utility resolves lists from the SYSIN, it parses all SYSIN LISTDEF
statements. Processing stops if a duplicate listdef-name is detected. When the utility resolves lists from a
LISTDEFDD data set, it parses only the first occurrence of the required listdef-name. The utility does not
analyze the entire data set for duplicate listdef-names. For more information about the LISTDEF statement,
see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

Restrictions:

• When you specify LIST, the following keywords are not permitted. If you specify these keywords, an error message is
issued and the job is terminated:
– BY-PART
– DSNUM
– FULLDD
– FULLDSN
– INDEX
– OBIDXLAT
– OBJ-LIST
– PART
– TOCOPY
– TODDN
– TOVOLUME

• You can specify LIST only once in each RECOVER and REBUILD statement.

Example: Use LIST to Recover Tablespaces and Rebuild Indexes

This example uses the LISTDEF statements in the SYSIN to define two lists. One list (TESTLIST) is used to recover the
tablespaces. The other list (TESTLST2) is used to rebuild the indexes.

LISTDEF TESTLIST INCLUDE TABLESPACE TESTDB.TESTSEG1

                 INCLUDE TABLESPACE TESTDB.PRTEST2A

LISTDEF TESTLST2 INCLUDE INDEX TEST04.TSINDXA*      

                 INCLUDE INDEX TEST04.PRINDXB*      

                 INCLUDE INDEX TEST04.PRINDXC*      

                 INCLUDE INDEX TEST04.PRINDX2*      

RECOVER LIST TESTLIST                                

SORTLOG YES                                         

REBUILD INDEX LIST TESTLST2

LOG-BACKUP—Recover an Object Using Log Records
The LOG-BACKUP keyword attempts a recovery based only on log records if all image copies fail.

Review the following considerations:

• The log records must be available or the recovery might fail. If a recovery job fails due to image copy failure, set the
LOG-BACKUP parameter to YES and submit the job again.

• LOG-BACKUP is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.
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This keyword has the following format:

 LOG-BACKUP [YES|NO]

 

• YES
Uses the log records if the image copies fail. Fast Recover attempts to recover the object with only log records. This is
the default.

• NO
Does not use the log records if the image copies fail. The recovery fails.

LOGLABEL—Specify a Label
The LOGLABEL control statement specifies that the value in the END control statement (time, RBA, or LRSN) is saved
as a log label. The resolved RBA/LRSN is used in similar way as the TORBA/FROMRBA/TOLOGOINT/FROMLOGPOINT
statements.

NOTE

 When you specify both START and END control statements, the LOG command is processed in a standard
way, reading the requested portion of the log and storing only the last LOGLABEL. To create a log label without
reading the log, specify only the END control statement.

Log labels are created using the following parameters:

•   creator  
(Optional) Specifies the log label creator. If you omit the creator, the user ID of the job submitter is used.
 Limits: 1 - 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (!, &, and so on) are allowed when the identifier is enclosed
in quotation marks (" ").

•   name  
(Mandatory) Specifies the log label name.
 Limits: 1 - 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (!, &, and so on) are allowed when the identifier is enclosed
in quotation marks (" ").

•   description 
(Optional) Specifies additional information about the log label.
Limits: maximum 255 characters

NOTE
 When a log label with the specified creator.name already exists, a new version is created and the description of
the log label, if provided, is updated. Parameters are case-sensitive.

 Example: Create a Log Label 

This example creates the MYLOGLABEL log label at the time when the job is submitted:

.CALL LOG

.DATA

SSID = (DB01)

END = (CURRENT TIME)

LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

 Example: Create Multiple Versions of a Log Label 

This example creates versions of the MYLOGLABEL log label for the specified points in time:

.CALL LOG

.DATA

SSID = (DB01)
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END = (CURRENT TIME)

LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

END = (RBA, ...)

LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

LOGONLY—Recover a Tablespace Using Log Records
The LOGONLY keyword recovers the tablespace by applying only log records. Use LOGONLY when the data set has
already been recovered to a point of consistency by a process other than image copy. The log records are applied starting
from the header page RBA (relative byte address).

Review the following considerations:

• This is similar to FROMRBA, with the RBA determined automatically.
• LOGONLY is not valid with RECOVER INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

LOGONLY

MAXTAPES—Limit the Number of Tape Mounts
The MAXTAPES keyword defines the maximum number of tapes per tablespace copy merge to limit the number of tape
mounts that are performed.

For example, if you perform a RECOVER using one full image copy and two incremental image copies, and MAXTAPES
is set to 2 (either in the RECOVER syntax or in parmlib), and all image copies are on tape, then the recovery uses
only the full image copy and one incremental image copy. Log records are applied starting with the STARTRBA of the
incremental image copy forward.

Review the following considerations:

• If you specify several tablespaces in one recovery statement, MAXTAPES tape drives are used per tablespace  in the
recovery process.

• MAXTAPES is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

 MAXTAPES int 

 

• int
Defines the maximum number of tapes per tablespace copy merge process.
Default: 5
Limits: 1 - 32

Example: MAXTAPES

Assume that your system is configured with eight tape drives. You need to recover five tablespaces, but you want to leave
some tape drives available for other users. You also want to take advantage of recovering the tablespaces concurrently.
The following recovery scenario enables Fast Recover to use only one tape drive per tablespace, for a total of five tape
drives. Thus, three remain available for use by other programs.

Use the following syntax for this situation:

 RECOVER TABLESPACE XX.YY

         TABLESPACE AA.BB

         TABLESPACE CC.DD

         TABLESPACE EE.FF
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         TABLESPACE GG.HH

 MAXTAPES 1

 SORTLOG YES

 

If you specify SORTLOG with incremental copies that reside on tape, and your job recovers more than one tablespace per
task, then all tablespaces but the first in the job invoke an error message stating that separate recoveries are required if
the job needs to mount the incremental copies. This is because Fast Recover mounts the first tablespace's image copies
before reading the log records.

You can solve this by defining a different MAXTAPES value. If you recover three tablespaces with MAXTASKS set to 1
and MAXTAPES set to 1, and the tablespaces have incremental copies, the first tablespace is recovered, but an error
occurs on the second one. However, if you set MAXTAPES to 3 in this example, the job completes successfully because
each tablespace is the first tablespace in a task.

MAXTASKS—Control the Number of Tasks
The MAXTASKS keyword enables multitasking by controlling the number of simultaneous build and merge tasks, sort
tasks, log sort tasks, and read tasks that can occur, depending on the type of recovery. The following table outlines the
varying MAXTASKS controls:

Object to Recover SORTLOG Value MAXTASKS Controls
Part TS or
Non-part TS

NO Number of build or merge tasks (each
build task requires a sort). MAXTASKS
defaults to number of tablespaces listed in
the RECOVER statement.

Part TS or
Non-part TS

YES Number of sort tasks (sorting the log).

Partitioned index N/A Number of read tasks (there can be
up to MAXTASKS plus one sort task).
MAXTASKS sets up to the number of
partitions.

Nonpartitioned index N/A Number of sort tasks (only one read task
is needed). MAXTASKS uses up to the
number of indexes.

Part TS and related indexes YES Number of log sort tasks.
A MAXTASKS value specified on the index
recovery is ignored.
MAXTASKS uses the number of partition
build tasks, plus one for nonpartitioned
indexes (if they exist) to determine number
of index sort tasks.

Non-part TS and related indexes YES Number of sort tasks. MAXTASKS uses up
to the number of indexes.

NOTE
Part TS refers to a partitioned tablespace that is recovered by partition. If you recover a partitioned tablespace
all at once (by specifying RECOVER TABLESPACE DSNUM ALL), it is treated like a nonpartitioned tablespace.

Fast Recover can perform only as many simultaneous commands as the number of CPU engines on your system.
Depending on your system configuration, you may find that performance improves if you specify a smaller MAXTASKS
value than recommended previously.

When Recovery Analyzer calls Fast Recover, it sets MAXTASKS to the number of tape drives available.
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This keyword has the following format:

MAXTASKS int | PARALLEL int

• int
Defines the number of simultaneous tasks that can occur. To determine this value, see the following guidelines:
– For tablespaces, set this integer equal to the number of image copy data sets from which the tablespaces are

recovered.
– For partitioned indexes, set MAXTASKS or PARALLEL to the number of partitions in the index to recover.
– For nonpartitioned indexes, set MAXTASKS or PARALLEL to the number of indexes to recover.
Default: 3
Limits: 1 - 20

NOTE
Depending on your system configuration, performance may improve if you specify a smaller MAXTASKS
value than is recommended. Fast Recover can perform only as many simultaneous commands as the
number of CPU engines on your system.

NOTE

More information:

PARALLEL—Control the Number of Tasks

TABLESPACE—Recover a Tablespace

SORTLOG—Sort the Log Records during Recovery

 

 

 

NO-NEW-COPY—Do Not Generate an Image Copy
The NO-NEW-COPY keyword bypasses the internal processing that generates an image copy when using OBIDXLAT.
NO-NEW-COPY is valid only when OBIDXLAT or FULLDD is used.

Review the following considerations:

• NO-NEW-COPY is most often used to populate test objects from an image copy data set.
• NO-NEW-COPY is not valid with RECOVER DATABASE or RECOVER INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

 NO-NEW-COPY

 

NO-SYSCOPY-ROW—Record the Recovery in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY
When you perform a TORBA or TOCOPY recovery, Fast Recover updates SYSIBM.SYSCOPY by writing a row with an
ICTYPE of P to record the recovery. If you do not want to update SYSCOPY, specify NO-SYSCOPY-ROW.

By default, NO-SYSCOPY-ROW is omitted, and SYSCOPY is updated.

Review the following considerations:
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• If you specify NO-SYSCOPY-ROW and then take an incremental image copy rather than a full image copy, your
tablespace might not be recoverable.

• NO-SYSCOPY-ROW is not valid with RECOVER INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

 NO-SYSCOPY-ROW

 

OBIDXLAT—Define OBIDs for Recreated Tables
The OBIDXLAT keyword defines the OBIDs of the table in the original tablespace and OBIDs of the table being recreated.
If you do not specify OBIDXLAT, recovery occurs without the OBID translation.

Syntax

 OBIDXLAT {old-obid, new-obid}

 

• old-obid
Defines the old OBID value of the recreated table. If the tablespace contains only one table (HPGTBLC='0001'X), do
not specify an old OBID. The automatic OBIDXLAT feature retrieves the OBID automatically.

• new-obid
Defines the new OBID value for the table being recreated. If the tablespace contains only one table
(HPGTBLC='0001'X), do not specify a new OBID. The automatic OBIDXLAT feature retrieves the OBID automatically.

Define the old and new OBIDs for each table as an integer (the table OBID that is stored in the Db2 catalog) or as a
hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE

:

• To recover multiple tables in a tablespace, include an OBIDXLAT phrase for each table.
• For nonpartitioned indexes, set MAXTASKS or PARALLEL to the number of indexes to recover.
• If the tablespace has always contained only one table (HPGTBLC='0001'X), you can specify OBIDXLAT

without an OBID parameters and the translation is performed automatically.
• You can apply log records from different subsystems (the old OBID and new OBID can be on separate

subsystems) if shared DASD is present and the SETUP parmlib member of the recovering system has a
defined bootstrap data set. To apply log records, use STARTRBA or STARTLOGPOINT. The default is that
no log records are applied.

• An automatic image copy of the destination tablespace is created dynamically unless you specify NO-NEW-
COPY. To allocate the image copy data set manually, use the QUICKCOPY keyword.

Restrictions

• OBIDXLAT does not support concurrent copies.
• OBIDXLAT processing cannot be used with the Db2 directory and catalog tablespaces (DSNDB01 and DSNDB06) to

populate user-defined objects such as shadow or ACM tables.
• The destination object must have the same DDL structure for the table and tablespace as the object when the source

image copy was taken.

NOTE
Tablespace header pages may not reflect changes to the DDL that result in a new version record, such as
altering a table, that were made before taking an image copy. If such an image copy is used as the source
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image copy, the recovery can fail. After you altered a table or tablespace, we recommend running REORG
before you take an image copy. This processing ensures that header pages reflect all DDL changes.

• Consistency checks for log ranges from different subsystems cannot be performed. Verify that the specified range
does not include any not logged activity; for example, REORG with LOG=NO.

• OBIDXLAT is not valid with LIST, RECOVER DATABASE, OBJ-LIST, and RECOVER INDEX.
• OBIDXLAT with SORTLOG NO or SORTLOG CONCURRENT is not valid with LOG APPLY.
• If you define OBIDXLAT with only one OBID, it is assumed that the tablespace contains only one table. In this case,

there can be only one occurrence of the OBIDXLAT statement for the recovery job.

OBJ-LIST—Process a Stored List of Objects
The OBJ-LIST keyword specifies a stored list of objects to process. You can specify OBJ-LIST only once in
a RECOVER or a REBUILD statement. The OLM utility creates object lists. You can learn more about object lists in Use
the Object List Manager.

 Syntax:

OBJ-LIST[creator-id.]obj-list-name

• creator-id
(Optional) Defines the object list creator. If you do not specify creator-id, Fast Recover uses the user identifier of the
utility job.

• obj-list-name
Specifies the name of the object list to process.

  

 Restrictions: 

 When you specify OBJ-LIST, do not use the following keywords. If you specify these keywords, an error message issues
and the job terminates: 

• –  DATABASE 
–  DSNUM—Specify a Partition or Data Set 
–  FULLDD 
–  FULLDSN 
–  INDEX 
–  INDEXSPACE 
–  LIST 
–  OBIDXLAT 
–  PART 
–  TABLESPACE 
–  TOCOPY 
–  TODDN 
–  TOVOLUME 

• When you specify OBJ-LIST in a RECOVER statement, the list can contain a mix of table spaces and index spaces.
• When you specify OBJ-LIST in a REBUILD statement, the list can contain either only table spaces or only index

spaces.

 Example: Recover a Group of Objects that are Defined in an Object List 

The following example recovers a group of database objects that are defined in the object list:

//SYSIN   DD   *

    RECOVER OBJ-LIST USER01.PRDACCTG01
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//*

PARALLEL—Control the Number of Tasks
The PARALLEL keyword is equivalent to the MAXTASKS keyword, and can be used to control the number of
simultaneous tasks that occur when multitasking.

PART—Specify a Partition or Data Set
The PART keyword specifies the tablespace, index, or indexspace data set or partition to recover or rebuild. You can
specify all partitions or specific partitions of a tablespace, index, or an indexspace.

The PART keyword is a synonym of DSNUM. See the DSNUM keyword for more information about the use and syntax
rules.

This keyword has the following format:

 PART {ALL|int}

 

• ALL
Processes all partitions as whole. This option is the default.

• int
Defines a partition to process.

PICKLIST—Display a List of Tape Volsers
The PICKLIST keyword specifies whether to display a list of tape volsers necessary for a recovery before the recovery.

PICKLIST is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

 PICKLIST [NO|YES]

 

• NO
Does not display a list of tape volsers that are required for the recovery. This is the default.

• YES
Displays a list of the necessary tape volsers for the recovery.

PQCPARM—Define an Alternate PQC Parmlib Member
The PQCPARM keyword defines alternate PQC parmlib information for the dynamic allocation of copy data sets for a copy
statement.

PQCPARM is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

PQCPARM member

• member
Defines an alternate PQC parmlib member. If you do not specify a value, the member defaults to PQC.
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PREVIEW—Preview Messages without Performing the Recovery
The PREVIEW keyword previews all the messages that result from your job without actually performing the recovery.
Some of the information you can learn about the recovery includes the following:

• What image copies are required (so you can locate the tapes to have ready for mounting, if necessary)
• What log ranges are applied (so you can modify the RECOVER syntax, using FROMRBA or TORBA, if necessary)
• How many sort work data sets are required
• The estimated sizes of the sort work data sets

NOTE
If the RECOVER TABLESPACE and REBUILD INDEX statements have different PREVIEW options (one is YES
and the other is NO), the indexes will not be rebuilt concurrently with the tablespaces. Each statement will be
processed independently.

This keyword has the following format:

PREVIEW {YES|NO}

• YES
Previews the recovery. The tablespace is not stopped, and no recovery is performed. You can view all the messages
as if the recovery were performed.

• NO
Does not preview the recovery. The recovery is performed. This is the default.

QUICKCOPY—Invoke Quick Copy
The QUICKCOPY keyword invokes Quick Copy to create backup image copies. This keyword defines the copy type and
specifies image copy parameters, such as the number of copies to be made, whether to update SYSIBM.SYSCOPY,
the ddname or template for the allocation, the name of an exit module, and the type of copy. You can create up to eight
backup copies at once and can specify whether the copy is for local or remote (recovery) sites and whether the copy is a
primary or backup copy. Repeat the parameters for each copy. If you do not specify the parameters and ddname for the
backup image copy in the syntax, the image copy is allocated dynamically using the settings in the PQC parmlib member.

When you include QUICKCOPY in a job, the object whose name most recently precedes the QUICKCOPY option is
copied. To recover and copy multiple objects in one step, include the QUICKCOPY statement after each object clause
(TABLESPACE tsname or INDEXSPACE isname).

QUICKCOPY is not valid with the REBUILD control statement.

NOTE
For more information about how to define copy types, see the Quick Copy documentation. For more information
about backup copy types, see the IBM Db2 Administration Guide, Volume II.

Syntax:

QUICKCOPY [COPYnn][([Y|N][,ddname|templatename][,exitname][,icbackup][,devtype])]

• COPYnn
Specifies the number of the copy.
Limits: 01 - 08
Example: Specify COPY01 to make copy#1, specify COPY02 to make copy #2, and so on.

• Y|N
Specifies whether to register the copy in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. If you specify N, the copy is not registered.
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Default: Y
• ddname|templatename

Defines the ddname to use for the image copy data sets. If you are using TEMPLATE control statements, this
parameter specifies the template name that contains the dynamic allocation parameters for the data sets.
A ddname is required when more than one image copy data set are to be generated for the given object, or to identify
the template to be used.
If you do not specify the ddname in the syntax, the image copy is allocated dynamically using the settings in the PQC
parmlib member.
Default: SYSCPn01 (n identifies the copy number)
Example:SYSCP101 is the DD name referenced by the first task for the first copy (COPY01).

• exitname
Defines the name of the user exit.

• icbackup
Specifies the type of copy. You can specify whether the copy is for local or remote (recovery) sites and if the copy is a
primary or backup copy. The type of image copy is stored in the ICBACKUP column of SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
The following options are valid only for sites where the LOCALSITE option of Db2 is installed:
– LP—Local primary (this is the default for COPY01)
– LB—Local backup (this is the default for all copies except COPY01)
The following options are valid only for sites where the RECOVERYSITE option of Db2 is installed:
– RP—Recovery primary
– RB—Recovery backup

• devtype
Defines the device type. This value updates the DEVTYPE column of the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY row for the image copy.
If you do not define a device type, DEVTYPE is updated with the generic volume ID, such as 3420.

NOTE
The default for QUICKCOPY is COPY01(Y,SYSCOPY) for a single copy and COPY01(Y,SYSCP101) for multiple
copies.

Examples: QUICKCOPY

• This example recovers two tablespaces and takes a backup image copy of each tablespace:

//SYSIN    DD    *

RECOVER TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSDEPT 

        QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

        TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSEMP93

        QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,EMPCP101,,LP)

• This example recovers two tablespaces, but copies only tablespace TSEMP93:

//SYSIN   DD    *

RECOVER TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSDEPT 

        TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSEMP93

        QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,EMPCP101,,LP)

• This example recovers a tablespace and an indexspace, and takes and dynamically allocates a backup image copy of
each object using the PQC parmlib member settings:

//SYSIN    DD    *

RECOVER TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSDEPT

        QUICKCOPY

        INDEXSPACE TDKATR.XSDEPT93
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        QUICKCOPY

• This example recovers a tablespace and takes a backup image copy using the dynamic allocation settings that are
specified in the PQC parmlib member:

//SYSIN   DD    *

RECOVER TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSDEPT

        QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,,,LP)

Use of QUICKCOPY with Dynamically Allocated Data Sets

You can specify QUICKCOPY take an image copy while recovering multiple objects by using the following commands with
dynamically allocated data sets:

• RECOVER LIST
• RECOVER OBJ-LIST

NOTE

RECOVER LIST and RECOVER OBJ-LIST is only valid with dynamic allocation.
• RECOVER TABLESPACE
• RECOVER INDEX
• RECOVER INDEXSPACE
• RECOVER DATABASE

You can use either of the following methods to dynamically allocate the image copy data sets:

• TEMPLATEDefined in the SYSIN, or in a data set whose ddname is specified in the OPTIONS control statement.

NOTE
For more information about TEMPLATE and OPTIONS control statements, see the Quick Copy
documentation and the IBM Db2 Reference Guide.

• PQC ModelExists in the PQC parmlib member.

NOTE
For more information about using models for dynamic allocation of copy data sets, see the Quick Copy
documentation.

Quick Copy uses either all templates or all PQC models for dynamic allocation. You cannot use templates and PQC
models together in the same job step.

Quick Copy determines which method to use by checking whether a template has been defined for a job step. If any
templates have been defined and are available to a job step, Quick Copy uses templates. In this case, a template must
exist for each name that is referenced in the COPYnn parameter of the QUICKCOPY keyword. If a template does not
exist, the recover terminates with an error message.

Examples: Use Templates to Dynamically Allocate Image Copy Data Sets

• The following example uses a list to identify the objects to recover. Templates are used to dynamically allocate the
image copy data sets. The templates are defined in the SYSIN and are available to QUICKCOPY:

TEMPLATE TMPACT01  DSN  'PQC.RCVRL32.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..P&TIME.' 

    UNIT SYSDA                                                       

TEMPLATE TMPACT02  DSN  'PQC.RCVRL32.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA..B&TIME.' 

    UNIT SYSDA                                                       

LISTDEF LIST32ALL   INCLUDE TABLESPACES DATABASE PQCDB32  

RECOVER     LIST LIST32ALL                     

            QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,TMPACT01,,LP) 
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                      COPY02(Y,TMPACT02,,LB)

            INLINE-COPY YES

            SORTLOG YES     

            ALLMSGS

• The following example uses templates to recover two tablespaces and make a backup image copy of each tablespace.
Templates are used to dynamically allocate the image copy data sets:

//SYSIN   DD    * 

TEMPLATE ICTEMPLT 

     DSN 'TSDUMP.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA.(+1)'

 

RECOVER TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSDEPT 

        QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP) 

        TABLESPACE TDKATR.TSEMP93 

        QUICKCOPY COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP)

RBALRSN_CONVERSION—Convert RBA or LRSN Formats
The RBALRSN_CONVERSION keyword specifies whether to convert the RBA or LRSN format for the selected objects
during processing.

You can convert the log values from 6 bytes to 10 bytes. A 6-byte RBA is converted to 10 bytes by adding 4 bytes (that is,
eight zeros) on the left. A 6-byte LRSN is converted by adding one byte (two zeros) on the left and 3 bytes (six zeros) on
the right.

You can also convert the log values from 10 bytes to 6 bytes. A 10-byte RBA is converted to 6 bytes by truncating the first
4 bytes on the left. A 10-byte LRSN is converted by truncating the first byte on the left and the last 3 bytes on the right.

NOTE
Ten-byte values are valid only in Db2 11 subsystems that have been converted to support the extended log
values. This keyword is ignored in Db2 10 or older subsystems.

Specify this keyword as an index option in your SYSIN syntax. If you do, it overrides the specified
RBALRSN_CONVERSION value in the hlq.CDBAPARM(PFR).

This keyword is valid only with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword does not support clone objects.

This keyword has the following format:

RBALRSN_CONVERSION {NONE|BASIC|EXTENDED}

• NONE
Does not convert the log values for the selected objects. This value is the default.

• BASIC
Converts the log values for the selected objects from 10 bytes to 6 bytes.

• EXTENDED
Converts the log values for the selected objects from 6 bytes to 10 bytes.

 

REBUILD—Reconstruct Indexes
The REBUILD keyword reconstructs an index or all indexes in a database or tablespace.
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Review the following considerations:

• The DATABASE option is not valid for directory or catalog objects.
• You can use wildcards to select index names.
• If you list more than one index name for REBUILD INDEX, separate the names with commas.

See RECOVER and REBUILD control statements for the syntax of this keyword.

RECOVER—Restore a Copy of an Object
The RECOVER keyword recovers a database, tablespace, indexspace, or index by restoring a copy of the object.

Review the following considerations:

• An index must be created with the COPY YES attribute to use RECOVER INDEX.
If an index is not created with the COPY YES attribute, use either REBUILD INDEX to reconstruct the index from
the tablespace it references, or enable automatic index rebuilding to rebuild the index. For more information, refer
to Recovering Indexes.

• RECOVER INDEX requires that you specify SORTLOG YES.
• You can use wildcards to select database and tablespace names.

See RECOVER and REBUILD control statements for the syntax of this keyword.

RENAME-CONTROL—Rename the VSAM Data Sets
The RENAME-CONTROL keyword controls how the VSAM data sets are renamed.

Consider the following items:

• The original VSAM data set for the tablespace or indexspace ends in .A001 . Regardless of the value of RENAME-
CONTROL, at the end of the recovery processing, the VSAM data set for the tablespace or index ends in .A001 (with
the same name as before the recovery).

• If you use VCAT-defined data sets and SPACE-DEFN NO, allocate the target data sets.
• If you use STOGROUP-defined data sets and SPACE-DEFN NO, Fast Recover automatically reverts to SPACE-DEFN

YES. The target data sets are created using the existing STOGROUP definition.
• RENAME-CONTROL overrides the TS-RENAME-CNTL parmlib option when specified for a RECOVER statement.
• RENAME-CONTROL overrides the IX-RENME-CNTL parmlib option when specified for a REBUILD statement.

This keyword has the following format:

RENAME-CONTROL [USER|AUTO]

• USER
Specifies that the user is responsible for renaming the .B001 data set after recovery is complete. The original source
VSAM data set remains unchanged. This option is the default.
The following table shows the temporary VSAM data set names during RENAME-CONTROL user recovery
processing:

Recovery Step Source VSAM Data Set Target VSAM Data Set
Before/during recovery dbname.tsname.I0001.A001 dbname.tsname.I0001.B001
End of recovery dbname.tsname.I0001.A001 dbname.tsname.I0001.B001

• AUTO
Specifies that the name of the target VSAM data set is automatically assigned and deleted and Fast Recover renames
the original source VSAM data set at the end of recovery processing.
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The following table shows the temporary VSAM data set names during RENAME-CONTROL auto recovery
processing:

Recovery Step Source VSAM Data Set Target VSAM Data Set
Before/during recovery dbname.tsname.I0001.A001 dbname.tsname.I0001.B001
End of recovery (deleted) dbname.tsname.I0001.A001

NOTE

More information:

Alternate VSAM File Support

ALTERNATE—Recover to an Alternate VSAM File

REPAIR-DBD—Sync the DBD with the Db2 Catalog
The REPAIR-DBD keyword specifies whether to update the DBD to keep it in sync with the Db2 catalog. During a point-in-
time recovery in which an object changes from RRF (Reordered Row Format) to BRF (Basic Row Format) or from BRF to
RRF, failing to update the DBD leaves the catalog (specifically, the SYSTABLEPART FORMAT entry) out of sync with the
DBD entry for the RRF or BRF entry.

REPAIR-DBD is not valid with RECOVER INDEX and REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

REPAIR-DBD [YES|NO]

• YES
Updates the DBD when necessary to keep it in sync with the Db2 catalog. This is the default. This setting can affect
access to other objects in the database of the tablespace being recovered when the database goes through the
following steps:
a. START DATABASE ACCESS (UT)
b. REPAIR OBJECT LOG YES DBD REBUILD DATABASE
c. START DATABASE ACCESS (RW)

• NO
Does not update the DBD. This setting can leave the DBD out of sync with the Db2 catalog, specifically, with the
FORMAT field of SYSTABLEPART.

RETAIN—Keep Tape Volumes Mounted
The RETAIN keyword keeps all dynamically allocated image copy tape volumes mounted during a recover statement. This
procesing is similar to using VOL=(,RETAIN) in JCL, but it applies to all dynamically allocated tape volumes that contain
multiple image copies that are needed for the recovery statement. If a tape contains only one image copy that is needed
for the recovery statement, it is retained.

The RETAIN keyword helps prevent repeated dismounting of the tape when you are recovering a tablespace or
tablespaces that have their image copies on the same tape.

Review the following considerations:

• Remounts can be mandatory when image copies span two or more tapes.
• RETAIN is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

Consider the following recovery scenario:
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• You are recovering three tablespaces from image copies that are on two tapes. Tablespace A is on TAPE1, tablespace
B spans TAPE1 and TAPE2, and tablespace C is on TAPE2.

• If you attempt to recover these tablespaces with MAXTASKS set to 2, the recovery of tablespace B cannot begin until
the recovery of the tablespace A is complete, because you cannot multitask from the same tape. When the recovery
of tablespace B does begin, TAPE2 might already be in use by tablespace C. A remount of TAPE1 is then unavoidable
when the recovery of tablespace B begins.

NOTE
Because each volume remains mounted during the recover statement, verify that there are at least as many
available devices as there are volumes that must be mounted to complete the recovery. These devices are
unavailable to other jobs until the end of the current recover statement.

This keyword has the following format:

RETAIN [NO|YES]

• NO
Does not keep tape volumes mounted. This option is the default.

• YES
Keeps all dynamically allocated image copy tape volumes mounted during a recover statement.

NOTE
If you omit the RETAIN keyword, the mountable volumes dismount when the merge process completes.

ROWFORMAT—Convert Rows to BRF or RRF
The ROWFORMAT keyword specifies the output format of the object being processed. You can use this keyword to
convert rows from Basic Row Format (BRF) to Reordered Row Format (RRF), or from RRF to BRF.

ROWFORMAT is valid only when using OBIDXLAT processing.

This keyword has the following format:

ROWFORMAT {BRF|RRF}

• BRF
Converts the object to BRF. If the object is already in BRF, it remains in BRF.

• RRF
Converts the object to RRF. If the object is already in RRF, it remains in RRF.

NOTE

More information:

Data Conversion between Incoming Image Copy and Target System

 

 

S-IOP—Specify the I/O Processor
The S-IOP keyword specifies the I/O processor used by EXCP channel programs. Use this parameter to help resolve
write errors incurred by EXCP channel programs. These write errors are indicated by messages PTQC159 and IOS000I.
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NOTE
If you notice degraded performance in EXCP channel programs, the channel programs maybe experiencing
excessive retries. Try specifying S-IOP YES.

This keyword has the following format:

S-IOP [NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies that a J-Type processor or ESCON Director is in use. EXCP channel programs write 15 tracks (one cylinder)
at a time. This is the default.

• YES
Specifies that an S-Type or earlier I/O processor is in use. This causes EXCP channel programs to write three tracks at
a time, instead of 15 tracks (one cylinder).

SKIP-PENDING—Suppress Setting Pending Flags
The SKIP-PENDING keyword specifies that recovered objects are not to be placed in any -PENDING state. This keyword
is useful for testing purposes. If you omit SKIP-PENDING, pending flags are reset.

NOTE

The SKIP-PENDING parameter does not reset Copy Pending flags during OBIDXLAT recoveries.

This keyword has the following syntax:

SKIP-PENDING

SMS-DATACLASS—Use the SMS DATACLASS Parameter
The SMS-DATACLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) DATACLASS
parameter when the VSAM data sets are SMS-managed.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-DATACLASS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not use the SMS DATACLASS parameter. This setting is the default.

• YES
Uses the SMS DATACLASS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-GENERIC—Use Generic Volume List
The SMS-GENERIC keyword specifies whether to change the volume list to generic volume names ('*') for SMS-managed
VCAT-defined and Db2 STOGROUP-defined data sets. Use this keyword to let Storage Management Subsystem (SMS)
control data set placement.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-GENERIC {NO|YES}

• NO
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Does not change the volume list for SMS-managed VCAT-defined data sets to generic volumes ('*'). This setting is the
default.

• YES
Changes the volume list for SMS-managed VCAT-defined data sets to generic volumes ('*'). When defining a data set,
the volume list changes to all asterisks ('*') to allow SMS to control data set placement.

SMS-MGMTCLASS—Use the SMS MGMTCLAS Parameter
The SMS-MGMTCLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) MGMTCLAS
parameter when defining SMS-managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-MGMTCLASS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not use the SMS MGMTCLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

• YES
Uses the SMS MGMTCLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SMS-STORCLASS—Use the SMS STORCLAS Parameter
The SMS-STORCLASS keyword specifies whether to use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) STORCLAS
parameter when defining SMS-managed VSAM data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

SMS-STORCLASS {NO|YES}

• NO
Does not use the SMS STORCLAS parameter. This setting is the default.

• YES
Uses the SMS STORCLAS parameter when the VSAM data set is SMS-controlled.

SNAPSHOTACCESS—Restore Data from a SNAPSHOT Image Copy
The SNAPSHOTACCESS keyword uses Snapshot General Services to restore a data set using an image copy that was
created and registered in the CA SYSCOPY table with SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT processing in Quick Copy. If
necessary, the recover process applies log records.

You can restore data to a device that is the primary in a peer-to-peer remote copy (PPRC) relationship using
TGTPPRCP(YES) in the VOLGROUP statement for the device in the Snapshot General Services initialization parameters.

SNAPSHOTACCESS is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

NOTE
For more information about the VOLGROUP statement, see the Quick Copy documentation.

This keyword has the following format:

SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT
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SORTDEVT—Define a Device Type for Temporary Data Sets
The SORTDEVT keyword names the device type where temporary data sets are dynamically allocated by your sort
program. It can be any device type acceptable to the DYNALLOC parameter of the SORT or OPTION parameter value for
the IBM DFSORT function.

NOTE
Including SORTDEVT automatically invokes dynamic sort work data set allocation. If you omit SORTDEVT, the
sort default defined by your site is used.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTDEVT device-type

• device-type
Defines a valid device type.

SORTFLAG—Display Message Levels
The SORTFLAG keyword controls the level of sort messages displayed by the sort program in the execution log or on the
operator console.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]

• ALL
Displays all messages. This is the default.

• CRITICAL
Displays critical messages.

• NONE
Does not display messages.

SORTLOG—Sort the Log Records during Recovery
The SORTLOG keyword specifies whether to sort the log records before applying them to the tablespaces or
indexspaces. Sorting the log records results in faster performance and enables faster access to the objects that are being
recovered.

Fast Recover performs the following steps when recovering objects:

1. Retrieves the most recent image copies for those objects.
2. Uses the log records to apply any changes that were made to the objects after the image copies were taken.

When you specify SORTLOG YES, Fast Recover invokes SORTLOG processing, in which it performs the recovery in one
phase instead of two. Fast Recover sorts the log records by tablespace or indexspace, and then sequentially applies each
set of log records to the proper object during the MERGE phase instead of the LOG APPLY phase. So Fast Recover can
determine when it has applied the last log record to a particular object, and can then release the resources being used to
recover that object.

Sorting the log records also lets you recover indexes concurrently with their tablespaces. When you specify SORTLOG
YES and REBUILD INDEX in the same job statement, Fast Recover strips the index keys from the tablespace pages and
sends them to separate tasks that rebuild the indexes while the tablespaces are being recovered.
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NOTE
Multiple tablespaces or indexspaces can be recovered concurrently regardless of whether you use the
SORTLOG keyword. To recover multiple objects, specify a value of 2 or greater for the MAXTASKS keyword.

If you specify SORTLOG YES or SORTLOG CONCURRENT, Fast Recover uses sort work data sets to sort the log
records.

 Syntax:

SORTLOG [NO|YES|CONCURRENT]

•   NO 
Does not sort the log records. This is the default.
As a result, Fast Recover must open all VSAM data sets for all tablespaces or indexspaces to be recovered, then
read each log record individually and apply it to the proper object. The data sets remain open and the objects remain
unavailable until all log records have been read and applied. We do not recommend specifying SORTLOG NO.

NOTE
 SORTLOG NO is not supported for RECOVER INDEX processing.

•  YES
Sorts the log records.
SORTLOG YES is not supported for use with IBM inline image copies, concurrent copies, or SNAPSHOTACCESS
INSTANT copies.

•  CONCURRENT
Sorts the log records.
Fast Recover sorts the log records and groups them by tablespace or indexspace before applying them to their
objects.
We recommend specifying CONCURRENT instead of NO when using IBM inline copies, concurrent copies, or
SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT copies to achieve faster processing.

NOTE

• If you specify SORTLOG without including a parameter, SORTLOG YES is implied.
• The SORTLOG value in your SYSIN syntax overrides the SORTLOG value in high-level.CDBAPARM.

 Restrictions:

• SORTLOG YES is ignored if you specify LOGONLY in the job.
• SORTLOG NO or SORTLOG CONCURRENT with OBIDXLAT is not valid with LOG APPLY.

 Example: Sort the Log Records and Rebuild the Indexes Concurrently 

The following example sorts the log records before applying them, recovers the tablespace and rebuilds indexes
concurrently:

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

        TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

        SORTLOG YES

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

REBUILD INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

NOTE

 More information: 

 Specify the DD Statements 
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 OBIDXLAT—Define OBIDs for Recreated Tables 

 

 

SORTNUM—Define Number of Temporary Sort Data Sets
The SORTNUM keyword defines the number of temporary data sets to be dynamically allocated by the sort application
program.

NOTE
Including SORTNUM automatically invokes dynamic sort work data set allocation.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTNUM int

• int
Specifies the number of temporary data sets that the sort application program dynamically allocates.
Limits: 0 through 255
Default: 0 (no data sets are allocated)

SORTSIZE—Specify Sort Size for Storage Tasks
The SORTSIZE keyword specifies the sort storage size. The maximum value is 92 MB.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]

• MAX
Reserves the sort program's installation maximum of main storage. If you select MAX, the value of SORTSIZE is
limited to 4 MB if MAXTASKS is greater than 1.

• nM
Reserves n times M (M = 1,048,576) bytes of main storage, where n can be up to 92. The size is rounded to the next
higher 4 KB.
Default: 4 MB

NOTE
The value entered is converted to KB.

• nK
Reserves n times K (K = 1024) bytes of main storage, where n can be up to 94,208. The size is rounded to the next
higher 4 KB.

SPACE-DEFN—Redefine Data Sets
The SPACE-DEFN keyword redefines VCAT-defined and STOGROUP-defined data sets as part of the recovery.

You can use the SPACE-DEFN parameter to automatically allocate VSAM data sets.

NOTE
Space allocations are always made in pages.

This keyword has the following format:
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SPACE-DEFN [YES|NO]

• YES
Reallocates the data sets using the catalog definitions or, if VSAM-defined, the current VSAM definitions. This option is
the default.

NOTE
When you specify SPACE-DEFN YES, the recovery performance greatly improves.

• NO
Makes no changes if the VSAM data sets exist.
For STOGROUP-defined objects, SPACE-DEFN NO defines the underlying VSAM data sets if they do not exist.
For VCAT-defined objects, SPACE-DEFN NO does works only if the VSAM data sets are allocated.

NOTE
Problems can occur when SPACE-DEFN NO is used on non-partitioned objects because the VSAM data
sets are not maintained. For example, if an object contains an A002 data set and is recovered to a point-in-
time where the data needs only one data set, the A002 data set is not deleted.

STARTLOGPOINT—Define the Starting Log Point
The STARTLOGPOINT keyword defines the log point in a data sharing environment from which the tablespace is to be
recovered. Use this keyword when performing the OBID translation processing.

In a STARTLOGPOINT recovery, the recovery job compares each RBA or LRSN with the log point recorded in the data
pages. If the log RBA or LRSN being applied is less than the log point in the data page, the recovery job assumes it has
already been applied and ignores the current log record.

Review the following considerations:

• For a non-data sharing environment, use the STARTRBA and ENDRBA options to identify the log RBA from which the
tablespace is to be recovered.

• To recover a tablespace on a data sharing subsystem using the image copies and logs from a non-data sharing
environment, use the STARTLOGPOINT and ENDLOGPOINT options to define the log point from which the
tablespaces are to be recovered.

• Consistency checks of the log ranges to be applied cannot be performed. Verify that the specified range does not
include any not logged activity; for example, REORG with LOG=NO.

STARTLOGPOINT requires SORTLOG YES and FULLDD.

STARTLOGPOINT is not supported with RECOVER DATABASE, RECOVER INDEX, or REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

STARTLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|HPRBA}

• X'byte-string'
Defines the RBA or LRSN. If the RBA or LRSN of a log record is byte-string or greater, that record is used in the
recovery. Enter the RBA or LRSN as a hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes.

• HPRBA
Specifies that HPRBA determines the starting RBA value. Use this when you do not know the value to specify. HPRBA
uses the larger value between the HPGRBRBA and PGLOGRBA as the starting RBA value. If the RBA of a log record
is equal to or greater than this value, that record is used in the recovery.

NOTE

More information:
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• Recovering Objects with Non-Matching OBIDs
• OBIDXLAT—Define OBIDs for Recreated Tables

STARTRBA—Define the Starting RBA
The STARTRBA keyword defines the log RBA from which the tablespace is to be recovered. Use this keyword when
performing the OBID translation processing.

During the STARTRBA recovery, the recovery job compares each log record RBA with the RBA recorded in the data
pages. If the log RBA being applied is less than the log RBA in the data page, the recovery job assumes it has already
been applied and ignores the current log record.

NOTE
Consistency checks of the log ranges to be applied cannot be performed. Verify that the specified range does
not include any not logged activity; for example, REORG with LOG=NO.

Syntax:

STARTRBA {X'byte-string'|HPRBA}

• X'byte-string'
Defines the RBA. If the RBA of a log record is byte-string or greater, that record is used in the recovery. Enter the RBA
as a hexadecimal number preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes.

• HPRBA
Specifies that HPRBA determines the starting RBA value. Use this when you do not know the value to specify. HPRBA
uses the larger value between the HPGRBRBA and PGLOGRBA as the starting RBA value. If the RBA of a log record
is equal to or greater than this value, that record is used in the recovery.

If you include only STARTRBA (without ENDRBA), then ENDRBA defaults to the highest written RBA in the bootstrap data
set for the Db2 subsystem from which the log records came.

Restrictions:

• STARTRBA requires SORTLOG YES with OBIDXLAT. 
• STARTRBA requires FULLDD.
• STARTRBA is not valid with RECOVER DATABASE, RECOVER INDEX, or REBUILD INDEX.

NOTE

More information:

Recovering Objects with Non-Matching OBIDs

OBIDXLAT—Define OBIDs for Recreated Tables

STARTUP-ACCESS—Specify a Mode for the Recovered Object
The STARTUP-ACCESS keyword specifies the mode in which the object is placed after the recovery. (All objects are
placed in STOP mode during the recovery job.)

IFI is used to start and stop objects.

Review the following considerations:

• If objects were recovered as point-in-time (TORBA or TOCOPY) recoveries, do not restart them until an image copy
has been made. When Fast Recover begins execution, the object is stopped using IFI.

• If you omit STARTUP-ACCESS, the object is started in its original state (RESET).
• STARTUP-ACCESS is not valid with RECOVER INDEX and REBUILD INDEX.
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This keyword has the following format:

STARTUP-ACCESS {RESET|RW|RO|FORCE|STOP}

• RESET
Sets the tablespace back to its original state. This is the default.

• RW
Lets programs read from or write to the named databases.

• RO
Lets programs read the named objects.

• FORCE
Resets any indications that a tablespace or index is unavailable because of pending deferred restarts, write error
ranges, read-only accesses, or utility controls. FORCE also resets check pending, copy pending, and recovery pending
states. Full access to the data is forced.

NOTE
For more information about FORCE, see the IBM Db2 Command and Utility Reference manual.

• STOP
Puts objects in STOP mode.

STATS-OPTIONS—Update the COLCARD Column
The STATS-OPTIONS keyword updates the COLCARD column of SYSCOLUMNS for all columns, or for only those
columns that are used in an index, when Fast Recover is updating the statistics.

NOTE
The job must also include the UPDATE-CATSTATS option, otherwise the COLCARD value is not updated
regardless of the value of STATS-OPTIONS.

This keyword has the following format:

STATS-OPTIONS [COLCARD-ALL|COLCARD-INDEXED]

• COLCARD-ALL
Updates COLCARD for all columns, regardless of whether they are used in indexes. This is the default.

• COLCARD-INDEXED
Updates COLCARD for only those columns that are used in indexes.

STOP-LIMIT—Check if Object has been Stopped
The STOP-LIMIT keyword defines how many times the utility checks to see if the tablespace or indexspace has been
stopped before terminating processing.

This keyword has the following format:

STOP-LIMIT int

• int
Defines how many times the utility checks to see if the tablespace or indexspace has been stopped.
Default: 5
Limits: 1 - 99
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TABLESPACE—Recover a Tablespace
The TABLESPACE keyword specifies the tablespace to recover. You can list multiple tablespaces within the same
RECOVER statement. If you also specify MAXTASKS, the tablespaces in the list are recovered concurrently, as far as
possible. All RBA, logpoint, and global options you define apply to all objects included in the list. OBID translation and
recover DSN options are not global and apply only to the tablespace for which they are specified.

Review the following considerations:

• The TABLESPACE keyword must precede each tablespace name that you define, as shown in the following example:

RECOVER TABLESPACE tsname1 TABLESPACE tsname2 TABLESPACE tsname3

• To take an image copy of each tablespace in the list, include the QUICKCOPY option following each tablespace
specification.

• If you are using Db2 10 CM, specify the base tablespace to recover and all dependent objects (LOBs and XML) in the
SYSIN to perform the point-in-time recovery. Specifying all objects for the recovery prevents the recovery from failing
during the VERIFYSET check.

• You can use RECOVER TABLESPACE to process Db2 catalog and Db2 directory.

This keyword has the following format:

TABLESPACE {[dbname.]tsname}

• dbname
Defines the database name. You must have authorization for the dbname you define. If you do not specify dbname, the
default database DSNDB04 is used.
Default: DSNDB04

• tsname
Defines the tablespace name.

NOTE

More information:

Product Authorization

Recovering System Catalog and Directory

TOCOPY—Define the Image Copy to Use
The TOCOPY keyword defines the image copy to which you want to recover. If you define a full image copy data set,
the image copy is the only data set used in the recovery. If you define an incremental image copy, the incremental image
copy, the full image copy on which it is based, and any intervening incremental copies are used in the recovery process.

You can do a TOCOPY recovery for multiple tablespaces simultaneously by specifying multiple TOCOPY statements with
a RECOVER statement. Also, if you specify SORTLOG YES with a TOCOPY recovery, the indexes can be recovered
concurrently with the tablespace. You can multitask TOCOPY recoveries to minimize your recovery time.

Syntax:

TOCOPY {dataset-name|LAST-COPY}

• dataset-name
Defines the data set name to use as the TOCOPY parameter. Enter a fully qualified data set name. If there are multiple
data sets with the same name, use one of the TOVOLUME options to identify the data set.

• LAST-COPY
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Recovers to the most recent full or incremental image copy. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is scanned to determine the fully
qualified data set name of the last LP (local primary) image copy. If there are duplicates in SYSCOPY, then TOCOPY
LAST-COPY is invalid. In this case, use TOVOLUME CATALOG with TOCOPY or use the TORBA option. If you
also use COPY-TYPE RECOVERY with TOCOPY LAST-COPY, Fast Recover scans for the most recent RP (remote
primary) image copy. If the RP cannot be allocated, Fast Recover falls back to the latest RB (remote backup). If neither
the RP nor RB can be allocated, the previous RP is used (followed by the previous RB, and so on).

Restrictions:

• If you specify DSNUM ALL, the specified image copy must be for the entire tablespace. If you specify a partition or
data set to recover, the image copy data set must be for the same partition or data set or for the whole tablespace.
Use only image copies that were made with SHRLEVEL REFERENCE or SHRLEVEL NONE. An image copy that was
made with SHRLEVEL CHANGE can result in inconsistent data.

• TOCOPY is not valid with FULLDSN, FULLDD, LIST, RECOVER DATABASE, OBJ-LIST, and REBUILD INDEX.

 

TODDN—Define the Image Copy Data Set to Use
The TODDN keyword identifies the image copy data set to which you want to recover.

Use TODDN to identify a ddname instead of an entire generation data set name(G0000V00 extension included). In
other words, you can use a relative generation number in the JCL rather than the specific G0000V00 extension that is
necessary when you use the TOCOPY option.

Syntax:

TODDN ddname

• ddname
Identifies a valid data set name

Restrictions:

• You cannot specify TODDN and TOCOPY for the same object. 
• You can specify TODDN only once for a given object.
• TODDN is not valid with RECOVER DATABASE or REBUILD INDEX.
• TODDN is not valid with LIST or OBJ-LIST.

TOLOGLABEL—Define the Log Label to Use
The TOLOGLABEL keyword defines the log label to which the tablespace is to be recovered. Use TOLOGLABEL to make
a partial recovery.

Review the following considerations:

• Data resulting from a partial recovery might be inconsistent. Use TOLOGLABEL with care.

• TOLOGLABEL is not supported with REBUILD INDEX.

• If you specify TOLOGLABEL when recovering a NOT LOGGED tablespace, specify a recoverable point.

• TOLOGLABEL is a statement-level operand that can be applied to every object (DATABASE, TABLESPACE, and
INDEXSPACE) in the RECOVER control statement.

This keyword has the following format:

TOLOGLABEL {[creator.]name[(version)]}
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•  creator 
(Optional) Defines the creator of the log label.

•  name 
Defines the name of the log label.

•  version 
(Optional) Defines the version of the log label.

TOLOGPOINT—Define the Log Point LRSN to Use
The TOLOGPOINT keyword defines the log point LRSN to which the tablespace is to be recovered in a data sharing
environment. Use TOLOGPOINT to make a partial recovery.

Review the following considerations:

• Data resulting from a partial recovery might be inconsistent. Use TOLOGPOINT with care.
• TOLOGPOINT is not supported with REBUILD INDEX.
• If you specify TOLOGPOINT when recovering a NOT LOGGED tablespace, specify a recoverable point.
• TOLOGPOINT is a statement-level operand that can be applied to every object (DATABASE, TABLESPACE, and

INDEXSPACE) in the RECOVER statement.

This keyword has the following format:

TOLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|LAST-LOGPOINT|LAST-QUIESCE}

• X'byte-string'
Defines the LOGPOINT (LRSN) to use. Enter this value as a hexadecimal number preceded by an X and enclosed in
single quotes ('). If the LRSN of a log record is byte-string or greater, that record is not used in the recovery.

• LAST-LOGPOINT
Recovers to the last copy or quiesce point. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is scanned to determine the correct LRSN. If the most
recent image copy before the specified point is not available, fall-back logic takes place. Fall-back logic is defined
as the process of finding the prior image copy and applying log records until the specified point is reached. If a valid
image copy is not found, log records defining the object are applied until the specified point has been reached.
You can enter the LAST-LOGPOINT value only when a single database object is specified for the RECOVER
statement. To enter the LAST-LOGPOINT value for multiple objects (when a common copy or quiesce point
was previously established), you must specify MULTI-OBJECT-TORBA(YES) in the PFR member of high-
level.CDBAPARM. You must then guarantee that all the objects specified for the RECOVER statement have a common
copy or quiesce point. 

• LAST-QUIESCE
Recovers to the last quiesce point. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is scanned to determine the correct RBA. If no quiesce point
is found, the RBA of the most recent image copy is used to determine the correct RBA. If the most recent image copy
before the specified point is not available, fall-back logic takes place. Fall-back logic is defined as the process of
finding the prior image copy and applying log records until the specified point is reached. If a valid image copy is not
found, log records defining the object are applied until the specified point has been reached.

NOTE

More information:

Recovering NOT LOGGED Tablespaces

BACKOUT—Perform a Log-only Backout Recovery

Recovering to an Earlier Point-in-Time (Partial Recovery)
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TORBA—Define the Log RBA to Use
The TORBA keyword defines the log RBA to which the tablespace is to be recovered. Use TORBA to make a partial
recovery. A good point for partial recovery is the RBA of a quiesce point.

Review the following considerations:

• Data resulting from a partial recovery might be inconsistent. Use TORBA with care.
• TORBA is not supported with REBUILD INDEX.
• If you specify TORBA when recovering a NOT LOGGED tablespace, specify a recoverable point.
• TORBA is a statement level operand that can be applied to every object (DATABASE, TABLESPACE, and

INDEXSPACE) in the RECOVER statement.

This keyword has the following format:

TORBA {X'byte-string'|LAST-RBA|LAST-QUIESCE}

• X'byte-string'
Defines the log RBA to use. Enter this value as a hexadecimal number preceded by an X and enclosed in single
quotes ('). If the RBA of a log record is byte-string or greater, that record is not used in the recovery.

• LAST-RBA
Recovers to the last copy or quiesce point. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is scanned to determine the correct RBA. If the most
recent image copy before the specified point is not available, fall-back logic takes place. Fall-back logic is defined
as the process of finding the prior image copy and applying log records until the specified point is reached. If a valid
image copy is not found, log records defining the object are applied until the specified point has been reached.
You can enter the LAST-RBA value only when a single database object is specified for the RECOVER statement. To
enter the LAST-RBA value for multiple objects (when a common copy or quiesce point was previously established),
you must specify MULTI-OBJECT-TORBA(YES) in the PFR member of high-level.CDBAPARM. You must then
guarantee that all the objects specified for the RECOVER statement have a common copy or quiesce point.  

• LAST-QUIESCE
Recovers to the last quiesce point. SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is scanned to determine the correct RBA. If no quiesce point
is found, the RBA of the most recent image copy is used to determine the correct RBA. If the most recent image copy
before the specified point is not available, fall-back logic takes place. Fall-back logic is defined as the process of
finding the prior image copy and applying log records until the specified point is reached. If a valid image copy is not
found, log records defining the object are applied until the specified point has been reached.

Example: Recover Multiple Tablespaces to the Same RBA

To recover multiple tablespaces to RBA x'040488888888', specify either of the following:

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

        TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

TORBA x'040488888888'

 

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

        TORBA x'040488888888'

        TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3
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Example: Recover Multiple Indexspaces to the Same RBA

To recover multiple indexspaces to RBA x'090988888888', specify either of the following:

RECOVER INDEXSPACE dbname1.ixspname1

        INDEXSPACE dbname2.ixspname2

        INDEXSPACE dbname3.ixspname3

TORBA x'090988888888'

 

RECOVER INDEXSPACE dbname1.ixspname1

        TORBA x'090988888888'

        INDEXSPACE dbname2.ixspname2

        INDEXSPACE dbname3.ixspname3

Example: Recover Various Objects to the Same RBA

To recover multiple tablespaces and all tablespaces in a database (dbname4) to RBA x'040488888888', specify the
following:

NOTE
You cannot include INDEXSPACE in the same statement as TABLESPACE or DATABASE.

RECOVER TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

        TABLESPACE dbname2.tsname2

        TABLESPACE dbname3.tsname3

        DATABASE dbname4

TORBA x'040488888888'

NOTE

More information:

Recovering NOT LOGGED Tablespaces

BACKOUT—Perform a Log-only Backout Recovery

Recovering to an Earlier Point-in-Time (Partial Recovery)

 

 

TOVOLUME—Specify the Image Copy Data Set
The TOVOLUME keyword specifies the image copy data set. This keyword can be used only with TOCOPY.
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Syntax:

TOVOLUME [CATALOG|volser|TOSEQN int]

• CATALOG
Specifies that the image copy data set was created as a cataloged data set. This is the default.

• volser
Defines a volser. You can use this option when the image copy data set was not cataloged. Define the first volser in the
SYSCOPY record to locate a data set that is on multiple volumes.

NOTE
Do not specify a volser if the volume is cataloged.

• TOSEQN int
Defines the image copy data set by its file sequence number, where int is the file sequence number.

Restrictions:

• TOVOLUME is not valid with RECOVER DATABASE or REBUILD INDEX.
• TOVOLUME is not valid with LIST or OBJ-LIST.

 

UPDATE-CATSTATS—Update Db2 System Catalog Statistics
The UPDATE-CATSTATS keyword updates the columns in the Db2 system catalog. You can use STATS-OPTIONS
COLCARD-INDEXED with UPDATE-CATSTATS to limit the update to indexed columns only.

Review the following considerations:

• If you specify COLCARD-INDEXED as the parameter to STATS-OPTIONS, COLCARD is updated only for columns
that are used in indexes. You can override this setting by specifying STATS-OPTIONS COLCARD-ALL.

• For UPDATE-CATSTATS to update SYSTABLES, SYSCOLUMNS, or SYSINDEXES, you must have previously run
PDASTATS or RUNSTATS on the object. PDASTATS is a feature of Database Analyzer.

• SYSCOLDIST is updated only with values from the first key column of an index. Therefore, if multiple indexes have the
same first key column, SYSCOLDIST is updated only for the first index.

This keyword has the following format:

UPDATE-CATSTATS [NONE|ALL]

• NONE
Does not update the Db2 system catalog statistics. This is the default.

• ALL
Updates all columns in the Db2 system catalog.

USE-BACKUP-LOGS—Use the Primary Archive Log Data Sets
The USE-BACKUP-LOGS keyword performs a recover using the backup archive logs. Typically, the system attempts to
allocate and read the primary archive log data sets before going to the backup archive log data sets. However, if you know
that the primary archive logs are corrupt or unavailable, specifying USE-BACKUP-LOGS YES saves time.

USE-BACKUP-LOGS is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:
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USE-BACKUP-LOGS [NO|YES]

• NO
Specifies that the primary archive log data sets are used for the recovery. This option is the default.

• YES
Specifies that backup archive log data sets are used instead of the primary archive log data sets.

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM—Read Changes from the Change-Accum Log
The USE-CHANGE-ACCUM keyword specifies whether to read the change accumulation log or the Db2 log for changes
when you are recovering a tablespace or an indexspace.

Because the change accumulation log contains only information for the tablespaces, indexspaces, or partitions that you
specify, the time to read the change accumulation log is minimal compared to the time it takes to read the Db2 archive log,
which contains changes to all tablespaces and indexspaces in the system.

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM [NO|YES]

•   NO 
Specifies that the Db2 log file is read instead of the change accumulation file. This is the default.

NOTE

Specifying NO decreases performance because the Db2 logs contain changes to all tablespaces and
indexspaces in the system.

•  YES
Specifies that the change accumulation log file is read instead of the Db2 log file for changes to the tablespace or
indexspace.

NOTE

• USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES is not valid for system catalog and directory recovery.
• USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES is not valid with SORTLOG NO, SORTLOG CONCURRENT, FROMRBA,

and LOGONLY keywords.

NOTE

 More information: 

 Tablespace and Indexspace Recovery Processing with Change-Accum Logs 

 Recovering System Catalog and Directory 

VERIFYSET—Verify Related Temporal and History Tables in a RECOVER
Statement
The VERIFYSET keyword specifies whether to verify that all related objects are included in the RECOVER statement
when performing a point-in-time recovery. If objects are missing, the recovery fails. Currently, Fast Recover only verifies
that related temporal and history tablespaces are included in the RECOVER statement for a point-in-time recovery.

Review the following considerations:

• If you do not specify this keyword in the SYSIN, the value from the PFR parmlib member (hlq.CDBAPARM) is used.
• VERIFYSET is not valid with REBUILD INDEX.

This keyword has the following format:
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VERIFYSET {YES|NO}

NOTE

More information:

TABLESPACE—Recover a Tablespace
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Messages
Fast Recover generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can
occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, go to Database Management Solutions for Db2
Messages.

Fast Recover Return Codes

One of the following return codes displays after each Fast Recover job execution:

• 0
Indicates the recovery and associated tasks all completed successfully.

• 4
Indicates the recovery completed successfully, but a warning flag has been set. Look at the job output messages for
warnings, such as (but not limited to) one of the following:
– Copy pending flag set
– No indexes found for INDEX ALL recovery
– A TOCOPY image copy is SHRLEVEL CHANGE
– Unused candidate volumes could not be removed after the recovery
– Quick Copy failed for a tablespace
– Indexes were put into recover pending after a tablespace recovery

• 8 (and higher)
Indicates problems occurred during the recovery. They must be investigated and resolved before the recovery is
considered complete. Error messages in the job output describe the error encountered. Examples of failures are:
– Data set ran out of space
– Data set DELETE/DEFINE failed
– SORT ran out of space
– An image copy was missing
– An archive log data set was missing

Floating Point Conversion Service Return Codes

The following return codes apply to the Floating Point Conversion Service:

• 0
Indicates processing completed successfully.

• 4
Indicates that precision was lost.

• 8
Indicates that the value is infinity or NaN (Not a Number), which is not supported by the output format.

• 12
Indicates an overflow. The number does not fit in the specified precision or length.

• 16
Indicates that the parameters are invalid.

• 20
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Indicates that the specified length is invalid.
• 24

Indicates that the input format is invalid.
• 28

Indicates that the scale is invalid.
• 32

Indicates that the precision is invalid.
• 40

Indicates that the exponent digits are invalid.
• 44

Indicates that the input or output type is invalid.
• 48

Indicates an internal error.
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Additional Resources
The following additional resources are available for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

Product Support

• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical
documents)

• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Services and Support (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, DB2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

• Maintenance Grid (login required)
• CA Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

DB2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided:

• Performance Handbook for DB2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for DB2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for DB2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Video: Accessing the Learning Management System (LMS) (LMS provides web-based training for your mainframe
products)

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)
• API Academy

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. Here is a list:

• A Day in the Life of a Db2 DBA featuring the following products:
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– CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS to migrate application changes from test to production.
– CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 to send an email alert about increased buffer pool

activity.
– CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS to locate packages with a high number of GETPAGES.
– CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS to perform access path analysis revealing a tablespace scan instead of the

expected index.
– CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS to determine whether the index still exists.
– CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to confirm the index was dropped and who dropped it.

• Installation Use Case:
Installation on Additional Subsystems that share DASD

• How to Use the Object List Manager Utility in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS (applies to CA
Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Quick Copy for DB2 forz/OS)

• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
Do you really need to rebind?

• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
Prioritize Object Maintenance

• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS:
– Demonstration for new users
– Collecting and viewing exception SQL
– Diagnose a performance problem using the Mainframe Team Center UI
– How CA Detector Solved my BIF Worries
– Using Filters in Mainframe Team Center
– Configure and sort Db2 Metrics in a Web Browser

• CA Fast Load® for DB2 for z/OS:
– Refresh a table without taking it offline
– Perform an online load

• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– OBID (OBIDXLAT) Translation
– System Level Backup Support (also applies to CA Merge/Modify and CA Recovery Analyzer)
– How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Merge/Modify and CA Quick Copy)

• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS:
Using the Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPiTS)

• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Quiet Point Analysis
– Recover Dropped Object Quick Guide
– Data replication
– UNDO/REDO Processing

• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Improve your DB2 disaster recovery process
– System level backup support (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Recovery Analyzer)
– How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Quick Copy)

• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS:
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– Create and Use a Virtual Index
– Virtual Index RCA
– CA-Defined Explain Profiles
– Quick Explains Featuring CA-Defined Explain Profiles
– On-Demand Rebind Compare Analysis
– Identify Access Path Changes and SQL Cost Changes
– Explain a single SQL statement
– Expert rules (overview)

• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS:
– Performance Tips
– Using the Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPiTS)
– How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Merge/Modify)

• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS:
Discard Processing

• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Column mapping feature
– Column mapping lookup feature
– Data subsetting and data transitioning as easy as 1, 2, 3, 4
– Using CA RC/Extract with Test Data Manager to Improve the Quality of your Test Data

• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS:
– Generate SQL for a specific creator
– Utility profiles
– Create dependent object strategy
– Analysis profiles
– RC/Merger move analysis advantages
– Performing a data only copy using RC/Merger move analysis

• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS:
OFS parmlib member impact

• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:
System Level Backup Support (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Merge/Modify)

• CA Report Facility:
– Simplified Usage
– Simplified Usage - Volume 2
– Building a query, form, and procedure
– Building a tabulation form
– Using variables

• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS:
Use Getpage Sampling

• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2:
– Online IFCID Help
– Improved Calculation of Database Space Used Exception
– Support for SNMP Traces and Emails in Exceptions

Social Media

Follow us on social media:
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• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitter

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools -- CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 User Community
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Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Bind Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Bind Analyzer)
• Compile/PRF for CICS and TSO (Compile/PRF)
• Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (Cross-Enterprise APM)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Cloud Storage for System z
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Endevor® Software Change Manager Interface for Db2 for z/OS (Endevor SCM Interface for Db2)
• Fast Check® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Check)
• Fast Index® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Index)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• RC/Extract™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Extract)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• RC/Secure™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Secure)
• RC/Update™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Update)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• Report Facility for CICS, IMS, or TSO (Report Facility)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Sort
• SQL-Ease® for Db2 for z/OS (SQL-Ease)
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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